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ABSTRACT 

 

 This qualitative research study examined the effects of using graphic 

organizers to assist in a collaborative mathematics problem solving process with 

adolescent students with learning disabilities. The participants were sixth grade 

learning support students who receive mathematics instruction in a learning 

support classroom. These students met on a daily basis for 45 minutes. During 

that time, students learned problem-solving strategies to aid in their solving of 

mathematical word problems. They also worked collaboratively in small groups 

to complete graphic organizers, which provided structure and guidance 

throughout the problem solving process.  During the small group collaborative 

sessions, students participated in collaborative discussion with teacher scaffolding 

as necessary. Students enjoyed having a structure in place to organize their 

thoughts and information when solving mathematical word problems.  
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RESEARCHER STANCE 

 

As a six-year-old girl, with braided pigtails and blunt bangs, I excitedly 

looked forward to going to school everyday simply to see my first grade teacher, 

Mrs. Budinetz. Not only was she the nicest teacher ever; she also told the best 

stories, which were my favorite part of the school day.  She spoke with such detail 

and enthusiasm, I truly felt like I was watching the story unfold like a movie. 

Most of the stories were about her dog, Sudsy, and throughout the year, I felt like 

her dog became a special friend to me. I learned what he liked to eat, how he liked 

his head rubbed, and all of the trouble he got into because of his mischievous 

ways. Sudsy became a part of our classroom simply through her use of words and 

expression, and I was beyond fascinated. 

        My fascination with words remained evident throughout my elementary 

school years as I filled my free time reading many fiction books and delved into 

the characters’ lives, allowing the stories to take me on adventures that I could 

never dream of. I often wrote in notebooks, creating my own stories and 

sometimes writing down my observations of the world around me. In 1996, 

Harriet the Spy came out in theatres, and I became a spy in my own mind. I 

carried a marble notebook with the same ‘PRIVATE’ lettering written on the front 

cover. From that point on, I became obsessed with journaling and writing about 

stories unfolding around me. I realized that I could be like Mrs. Budinetz in the 
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way that she told her stories about Sudzy using amazing words and exciting 

expression, but I could do it through my writing. I began writing stories with my 

wild imagination and never stopped. 

        By the time I reached high school, I was still very unsure of what career I 

wanted to pursue. I had applied to massage therapy school, art school, and 

colleges that offered degree programs in occupational therapy and teaching. With 

such a wide variety of interests, I truly felt that I was never going to be able to 

decide what to choose.  I eventually began to rule out some options. Massage 

therapy was gone because I realized how much I hated feet and did not know if I 

could overcome the fear. Even though my artistic cravings were fed through 

multiple art classes and mediums of art, I could not visualize myself spending my 

life surrounded by art. I had it narrowed down to occupational therapy or 

teaching, and either way I was happy that I would have an opportunity to work 

with children, hopefully in elementary school when they are at a crucial 

developmental stage. 

It was not until one of my final years of high school, when I encountered 

two strong-willed teachers who varied in teaching strategies but also both halted 

my feelings about education. The first teacher was Mrs. Stangherlin, and I was 

enrolled in her Advanced English Class. We were assigned to read the book Guns, 

Germs, and Steel, by Jared Diamond, over summer break. I spent countless hours 

trying to decode and understand what was happening and being described in the 
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book. I believe that I got three quarters of the way through the book, and it was 

the second week of the school year by this time, and I decided to withdraw from 

the course and transfer into her academic English course. She was livid with me, 

and told me that I was making a huge mistake. However, I felt extremely 

defeated. I prided myself on being a lover of reading, books, and words, and this 

book simply stunned me. I had an epiphany; I had never truly been introduced to 

reading non-fiction, works of fiction had only intrigued me. Through my entire 

education, I had believed that I was capable of reading any book placed in front of 

me and that I would do so with a sense of ease and accomplishment, and I felt as 

if my world was crushed because of a book. 

Mrs. Stangherlin spent the next nine months of the school year telling me 

to stop talking in her class and emitting a vibe that I always thought was a strong 

dislike for me. Fourth marking period, she decided to have a contest for the top 

readers in her classes. She said she would keep track of how many books we read 

and the top two people in each of her classes, she would take out to dinner. I 

ended up reading more books, mostly fiction, than anyone in my class and was 

selected to go to dinner with her group of honored readers. At that dinner, Mrs. 

Stangherlin thanked us for being determined students who continued to follow 

their hearts with reading and to not let us allow for anything to stand in our way. I 

remember sitting at the table with many of my fellow classmates shocked. I had 

not realized that I let a non-fiction book become my roadblock to being successful 
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in a higher-level course. Mrs. Stangherlin continued to push me to do better than I 

felt I could achieve in her class and never stopped believing I could excel. It was 

after her class, I knew that one day I wanted to be able to say, I was the person 

believing in a student to push past his/her struggles and fears and to keep working 

hard. 

Everything I enjoyed about education revolved around literacy, words, and 

everything there is about language. I could remember and learn anything in 

science courses simply because most of it is language based. However, I despised 

social studies classes (all of those dates!) and mathematics. Numbers were not my 

strong point, nor was following a set of pre-determined rules. Algebra hit me like 

a ton of bricks in ninth grade, and my amazing first grade teacher, Mrs. Budinetz, 

became my tutor to help me understand this abstract subject. Then I got to high 

school in tenth grade and I had to take Algebra II and it became my biggest 

educational challenge. Miss Stetzel was the second teacher who made me change 

the way I view education and made me realize that I needed to approach 

mathematics differently. Things needed to be done a certain way in order to do 

well on an assessment. She would introduce a new mathematical concept to us 

and teach us the “right” way to get the answer. I had always struggled with math, 

as I am a more verbal and language based learner. Numeracy and arithmetic was 

not my forte, especially when I was not given options of how to go about solving 

a problem. I will never forget the one day in class when I was visibly frustrated 
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with a problem that I was working on. I asked a friend for help, and even after her 

explanation, I just didn’t understand how to follow the process that was expected. 

So, in order to complete the assignment and turn it in on time, I did it my way and 

even ended up with the same answers as my friend who tried to explain it to me 

during class.  

The very next day when everyone’s papers were handed back to them, I 

remember seeing “See Me” written in the top corner of my paper. During 

individual work time, Miss Stetzel walked around the room to meet with each 

student who had the same note on their assignment. When she got to me, she 

looked at me and laughed while saying, “You always have to do things the more 

difficult way, Carly”. I was beyond confused by this statement, I knew that math 

did not come easy to me, but I surely did not know what she meant by doing 

things in a difficult way. Throughout our discussion of my work that I had turned 

in, she told me that yes, I had solved the problem, but not in the specified way. I 

remember struggling with many of the assessments in that class because we were 

always instructed to solve a problem in a specific manner. I could typically figure 

out another method to solve the problem that made more sense to me. This 

“correct answer” issue I was having with algebra caused me to think that I 

couldn’t be the only student in that class who could figure out the problems using 

another method. However, the assessments were not designed to accommodate 

the learners who were thinking of the problems in a different manner.  
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Now as a sixth grade learning support teacher, I am constantly pushing my 

students through their struggles and trying to make them see that they can 

succeed. It is with reading that they face their biggest struggles. Comprehension is 

hindered by deficits in decoding skills and knowledge of vocabulary used in 

various texts. Their struggles in reading directly impact their abilities in 

mathematics, especially in the area of problem solving. Students with learning 

disabilities struggle with reading and cannot comprehend the processes that are 

required to dissect a word problem and determine what needs to be done to solve 

the problem. Something that I learned in Miss Stetzel’s Algebra class, is that it is 

completely alright to solve a problem in more than one way. I now support my 

students and guide them through their mathematical problem solving thinking to 

arrive at an answer. I have taken what I have learned throughout my own 

educational experiences and directly applied those lessons into my teachings. I 

want my students to be able to discover new avenues to solve problems and ways 

to understand word problems through their own metacognition and discussions 

with their classroom peers. I encourage them to think differently and explain their 

reasoning behind their solution. The support and guidance I provide to my 

students has been shaped by my experiences during my educational career. I want 

to help provide my students with the tools necessary to tackle their obstacles and 

declare success. Due to my love of reading, my struggles with mathematics, my 

passion for working with students with special needs, and my personal 
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experiences in education, my research question is: What will be the observed and 

reported experiences when students with learning disabilities work collaboratively 

when solving mathematical word problems using graphic organizers? 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction  
 

 Currently 2.4 million students are diagnosed with Learning Disabilities 

(LD) and receive special education services in our schools, representing 41% of 

all students receiving special education (www.ideadata.org). One of the 

provisions of Individuals with Disabilities Education Acts (IDEA) ensures that 

students with disabilities have meaningful access to the general education 

curriculum in addition to a free and appropriate public education. All students 

,including those with disabilities, must be held to high academic standards. The 

problem now facing educators is how to reach students who have learning 

disabilities as well as deficits in working memory, processing speed, executive 

functioning, and problem solving skills? Problem solving is one of the largest 

hurdles that educators and students with learning disabilities face because students 

with learning disabilities “…tend to respond impulsively, use trial and error, and 

fail to verify solution paths and evaluate answers” (Rosenzweig, Krawec, & 

Montague, 2011, p. 508).  

 With the implementation of Common Core Standards, educators are 

forcefully reminded that understanding problems and working towards solving 

them appropriately is a key mathematical practice that students must develop 

(Rigelman, 2013, p. 417). Real world problems are a main focus of Common 

Core Standards in order to teach students higher-order thinking and processing 
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skills. A large focus of problem solving is teaching students to think about their 

problem solving process and involves engaging students in metacognition, 

thinking about their thinking. The metacognition allows students to be able to 

monitor and analyze their thinking process during problem solving. However, 

students with learning disabilities typically struggle with metacognitive awareness 

in addition to many other deficits that impact academic performance (Rosenzweig 

et al., 2011, p. 509). 

Learning Disabilities in Mathematics 
  

“A specific learning disability means a disorder in one or more of the 

basic psychological processes involved in understanding or using language, 

spoken, or written, that may manifest itself in an imperfect ability to listen, think, 

speak, read, write, spell, or to do mathematical calculations” (WIDPI). A specific 

learning disability can impact a student’s capability to speak, listen, read, write, 

calculate, organize, and many other tasks that students need to be successful at in 

order to excel in academics (Lerner, 2006). It is well known that some students 

with learning disabilities struggle with reading and are competent in mathematical 

calculation. There are also the students who are proficient at reading and written 

language yet fail at quantitative learning. Often, there is a correlation between 

reading disabilities and mathematical disabilities and their impact upon one 

another. Mathematical word problems cause difficulties and hurdles for students 
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with reading disabilities in the area of comprehension, as well as students with 

mathematical disabilities in the areas of calculation and comprehension.  

Students with learning disabilities have an Individualized Education 

Program (IEP) that identifies their areas of academic strengths and deficits and 

includes academic, behavior, and/or social goals for the students to work on 

achieving. It is found that 26% of all students have an academic deficit in 

Mathematics and over 50% of students with disabilities have goals for 

improvement in mathematics within their IEP (Lerner, 2006). However, it is also 

found that a small percentage of school age students suffer only from mathematics 

disabilities (Fuchs, Fuchs, & Prentice, 2004). Unfortunately, the percentage of 

students with mathematics disabilities is not as alarming as is the percentage of 

students who suffer from reading disabilities. “Historically, mathematics 

instruction for students with learning disabilities and at-risk learners has not 

received the same level of consideration and scrutiny from the research 

community, policy makers, and school administrators as the field of reading” 

(Jayanthi, Gersten, Baker, 2008, p. 1). Therefore, less intervention time is allotted 

to students who struggle with mathematics even though research indicates that 

being successful in mathematics affects employment, income, and job efficiency 

(Fuchs et. al, 2004, p. 293).  

 Mathematics learning disabilities are often referred to as dyscalculia, 

which is characterized by procedural deficits, spatial deficits, and calculation 
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deficits in semantic memory (Ives, 2007, p. 110). Students with learning 

disabilities often demonstrate difficulty with various aspect of information 

processing such as attention, visual-spatial processing, auditory processing, 

memory and retrieval, and motor problems. All factors of information processing 

struggles affect performance in mathematics. Students may lose focus on the steps 

necessary to complete a problem or even lose focus during instruction and miss 

vital pieces of information that can contribute to their understanding of concepts. 

In the area of visual-spatial processing, students can lose their place on a 

worksheet or problem, struggle to discriminate between numbers, symbols, and 

letters, as well as demonstrate trouble writing across a straight line or 

distinguishing directions which impacts organization of work or even use of a 

number line. In addition to visual-spatial processing, many students’ work will 

also be impacted by motor problems causing illegible handwriting or slow and 

inaccurate writing which is amplified by the demand to write numbers in small 

spaces to show work on lines or boxes of a paper. Students with auditory 

processing struggle with counting on or following oral directions and/or 

instruction from a teacher. Memory and retrieval impact a student’s ability to 

remember math facts, follow steps when solving a problem, and even tell time 

(Miller & Mercer, 1997, p. 50).  

 With all of these factors impacting a student with a disability, instruction 

for the content area teacher, whether certified in mathematics or certified in 
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special education, becomes increasingly difficult. Not only do teachers need to 

address various processing issues, mathematical content, but it also their job to 

ensure that the student knows about math and can do mathematics. Cawley, 

Hawes, and Foley (2008), explain that knowing about mathematics means that 

students must be able to understand and show their knowledge through oral or 

written explanation of mathematical meaning. In addition to knowing about 

mathematics, students must be able to do math, which means, “…that the students 

know a variety of algorithms and means of alternative representations for 

mathematics and that they can utilize a variety of algorithms to demonstrate their 

mathematical knowledge and skill” (Cawley, Hayes, & Foley, 2008, p. 2). For 

students who struggle with visual-spatial processing, auditory processing, as well 

as memory and retrieval, knowing and doing mathematics are two very difficult 

concepts to grasp and distinguish. 

Mathematical Problem Solving  

 Cawley et. al (2008) define a mathematical problem as, “…an encounter 

with a mathematical entity for which the students lack an immediate course of 

action, recognize that they are uncertain about what to do, and then ponder or 

brainstorm the values of different options” (p. 9). The reason problem solving can 

be so difficult for any student, especially those with learning disabilities is that 

they must be able to make a decision, test it out, and then make a final decision 

about whether or not their proposed solution is appropriate for the problem that 
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was posed.  “Improving students’ problem-solving abilities is a major, if not the 

major goal of middle grades mathematics” (National Council of Teachers of 

Mathematics, 2000). Problem solving can be applied in all aspects of education 

and students’ lives. Students must be able to problem solve when their locker is 

jammed, when their pencil breaks in the middle of a test, or when they miss the 

bus getting to school. Educators most often address problem-solving skills 

through mathematics or science instruction. The problem with this area is that 

students are not able to understand the problems being presented to them, 

especially when they have a learning disability. “Reading mathematics is complex 

because of the mixture of words, numerals, letters, symbols, and graphics that 

require the reader to shift from one type of vocabulary to another” (Braselton & 

Decker, 1994, p. 276). To make matters worse, most students with mathematical 

learning disabilities often have reading disabilities, which affect each other 

directly in mathematical word problems and reading mathematics textbooks that 

are often written above their grade level. Not only are world problems typically 

written at a reading level above the learner’s grade level, but word problems often 

cause difficulties for students at-risk for or with a learning disability due to the 

various steps and skills which are intertwined and necessary to be executed in 

order to solve a word problem (Powell, 2011, p. 95).  

With problem solving being a high instructional priority, it is important for 

educators to constantly remind themselves that “(1) there is no single way to do 
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mathematics, (2) there is no single way to organize mathematics for instructional 

purposes, and (3) important mathematical concepts are actually learned through 

problem solving” (as cited in Lerner, 2006, p. 488). Students with learning 

disabilities thrive when their teachers recognize that not every student will solve a 

problem the exact same way. Instead, educators of students with learning 

disabilities should ask students to further explain their thinking of a problem 

instead of shutting down their response, which may not be viewed as ‘correct’. 

Francisco (2012), found that when going through a problem solving process, there 

are typically five steps to cycle through. First the students must build a 

mathematical representation of the data provided within the problem. Then, they 

may try to connect this problem to another similar problem they have done before. 

Next, students can develop a connection between the data in the problem and their 

prior knowledge. Then, students must try to work through the problem to see if 

their knowledge makes sense in the situation provided by the problem. Finally, 

students will use specific mathematical processes to solve the problem. These are 

all steps of problem solving that learners cycle through as they work towards 

finding a solution and students with learning disabilities often can get stuck at one 

step, which can be made evident through their explanation of the thinking if 

prompted.  

Common problem solving instructional strategies such as keyword 

decoding and the four-step procedure contradict encouraging students with 
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learning disabilities to navigate their way through the problem solving process. 

Students who are instructed to decode keywords in word problem solving focus 

only on the one or two keywords within the problem and do not enter into higher 

order thinking about the problem. These keywords cue the students as to what 

operation to perform in order to solve the problem, but the keywords do not 

encourage students to think about what the problem is asking. With the four-step 

procedure (read, plan, solve, and check), students with learning disabilities may 

not arrive at a solution because they are not fully understanding the concepts or 

procedures necessary to solve the problem (Xin et al., 2005, p. 181-182).  

Graphic Organizers 

Another way that students can organize mathematical information in 

addition to schematic or pictorial graphics is a graphic organizer to organize all 

work and information necessary to complete a problem. Students can use graphic 

organizers to organize information and data in a structured way in order to allow 

their focus to be placed upon the information provided and the processes needed 

to solve the problem and not simply how to organize the information provided 

(Zollman, 2005). Graphic organizers are frequently incorporated into writing 

curriculum to provide structure and guidance when organizing information to 

develop a clear and developed written argument. Students also benefit from 

following this process in mathematics because there is a large amount of varying 

information presented in one word problem that needs to be organized in order to 
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begin processing the information needed to solve the problem. “Graphic 

organizers help students organize and then clarify their thoughts, infer solutions to 

problems, and communicate their thinking strategies.” (Zollman, 2005, p. 47) 

When students utilize a graphic organizer and express their mathematical thinking 

through writing, teachers are more able to find errors or gaps in mathematical 

thinking and provide scaffolding for those students in order to guide their 

understanding in a more appropriate manner.  

Students with learning disabilities benefit the most from graphic 

organizers because they force the students to stop and think about their problem 

solving processes rather than impulsively speeding through mathematical 

calculations. Graphic organizers also help students with learning disabilities that 

struggle understanding abstract concepts, create a “…powerful visualization 

strategy for breaking apart complex word problems They can be used to help 

disassemble the structure of a problem, assist students in creating a basis for its 

solution, and make abstract mathematical concepts more realistic for students” 

(Van Garderen, 2007, p.540). Abstract concepts can also be made more concrete 

by having students create pictorial images (Van Garderen, 2007, p. 540). Students 

can create pictorial images within their graphic organizers to further enhance the 

possibilities of graphic organizers.  

 Haltiwanger & Simpson (2013) state that, “Writing will encourage 

students to build on their prior knowledge and make connections that will lead to 
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a rich and complete understanding of mathematics” (p. 497). Students will benefit 

from using writing in the form of graphic organizers initially because the structure 

of the graphic provides them with a starting point for their problem solving 

process. Graphic organizers are designed to help students through a process 

whether it is with writing or with mathematics. However, when the steps of the 

process are outlined for students, they can organize clusters of information into 

each designated section as their ideas occur which assists students with learning 

disabilities who may have short-term memory deficits. This approach allows 

students to work in one area of the graphic organizer and jump to another without 

interrupting the process because they do not begin writing a response or solving 

the problem until all areas of the graphic organizer have been completed 

(Zollman, 2005, p. 49-50). This benefit of graphic organizers reflects Sternberg’s 

problem solving model that is known for its flexibility in following the steps of 

the problem-solving model. Students have the opportunity to choose to go through 

the steps of the problem solving process in any order they see fit as they are 

thinking about the problem (Lazakidou & Retalis, 2010, p.3).  

Teachers must first model the use of graphic organizers in mathematics 

before allowing students to work independently with the organizer as a tool. 

Students would benefit from working collaboratively on graphic organizers in 

relation to mathematical word problems when initially allowing students to work 

with the organizers in class. This collaboration would allow for them to share 
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ideas and perceptions of how the graphic organizer can impact their problem 

solving process. Baselton & Decker (1994) found that, “…the small group setting 

gave more opportunity for individual input and encouraged less confident students 

to participate. Group discussions helped students to clarify their thinking about a 

variety of problem-solving situations” (p. 278).  

Collaborative Grouping 

 Vygotsky(1980) theorizes that learning is an achievement not of 

independent effort, but of collaboration amongst peers. In order for students to 

learn from social experiences, they must be allowed to share their knowledge, 

skills, and ideas with their peers. In a classroom, it is difficult to allow all students 

to share their ideas with the entire class in a 45-minute class period while 

accomplishing some sort of problem solving. Butman (2014) suggests placing 

students in small groups so that all students may have more of an opportunity to 

engage in stimulating conversation, rather than having a few select students 

participating in a large group discussion. In order to allow for an equal amount of 

discussion from each student during the problem solving process, it may benefit 

students to be a part of heterogeneous groups of no more than 4 students in order 

to discuss various problem-solving techniques. (Haltiwanger & Simpson, 2013, p. 

494). It is also recommended to model thinking aloud as problem solving is 

occurring in order to encouraging students to explain and gain a deeper 

understanding of mathematical processes (Jayathi et. al, 2008, p.7).  
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 Discussion about mathematics can “allow students to test ideas, to hear 

and incorporate the ideas of other, to consolidate their thinking by putting their 

ideas into words, and hence, to build a deeper understanding of key concepts” 

(McCrone, 2005,p, 111). Through small groups, students are provided with the 

opportunity to build upon each other’s ideas as well as clarify amongst themselves 

misconceptions about mathematical concepts. Teachers are able to hear 

explanation of mathematical reasoning through the conversations that occur 

within collaborative groups. Discussion about mathematics forces students to 

think about their mathematical reasoning because they need to carefully explain 

their ideas, clarify and justify them to their peers and/or the teacher that is 

facilitating the groups (Gonzalez & DeJarnette, 2013, p. 544). This is especially 

beneficial for students with learning disabilities or those at-risk in mathematics 

because of their impulsivity in solving problems. “Verbalizing steps may help to 

anchor skills and strategies both behaviorally and mathematically. Verbalizing 

steps in problem solving may address students’ impulsivity directly, thus 

suggesting that verbalization may facilitate students’ self-regulation during 

problem solving” (Jayathi et. al, 2008, p.7). Grouping students in small 

collaborative groups allows all students in the classroom to have equal 

opportunity to verbalize their thoughts and processes during problem solving.  

 “Collaborative activity can promote students’ mathematical understanding 

by creating opportunities for them to critically reexamine their mathematical 
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reasoning and build new, more sophisticated forms of reasoning from hints or 

ideas of others” (Fransicso, p. 418). There are many different approaches to 

implementing collaborative group work into a classroom. A teacher can assign 

roles within the group that rotate everyday to ensure equal participation from all 

members. Butman (2014) suggests that allowing students to write out their 

mathematical arguments on a large piece of paper rather than speaking allowed 

students to precisely state their thinking and helps them overcome obstacles when 

solving mathematical problems. This method also allows educators to have a 

running record of conversation and to differentiate the participation of students 

through use of varying colored markers. It also eliminates the fear of questioning 

a group member’s response as well as allows for the teacher to find gaps in 

understanding of concepts or processes through the visualization of the group’s 

thinking,  

Teachers as Facilitator   

With the implementation of collaborative grouping in the mathematics 

classroom, the typical role of a teacher is often removed from the set up. The 

teacher still plays a vital role in mathematical concept development yet this is 

done through the role of a teacher as a facilitator. The teacher must cycle through 

all small groups in the classroom and prompt their thinking. A teacher may 

request an explanation & orient different approaches to a problem while in small 

groups with a limited number of perspectives to allow students to compare those 
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given perspectives (Gonzalez & DeJarnette, 2013, p. 547). These two approaches 

will encourage mathematical discourse and development of conceptual 

understanding. When a teacher requests an explanation, it forces the student to 

engage in metacognition to explain his/her thinking about the process. It also 

allows for the other students in the group to gain a clearer understanding of their 

group members thinking. This practice provides a model for future small group 

collaborative learning, which can be mimicked in later lessons and collaborative 

opportunities.  

One goal of the problem solving process is to encourage students to 

verbalize their thinking and eventually be able to defend and justify why their 

process worked for solving the problem. Larsson & Ryve (2012) summarize that 

“…reasoning is the capacity to think logically about the relationships among 

concepts and situations” and that, “…justification of ideas is central in reasoning” 

(p. 450). When teachers become facilitators of discussion, they gain the 

opportunity to guide students to think at a higher reasoning level who typically 

are “poor strategic learners and problem solvers and manifest strategy deficits and 

differences that impede performance, particularly on tasks requiring higher level 

processing” (Montague, 2008, p. 39). Being able to verbalize and justify your 

process to solving a problem is a higher order thinking skill that many students 

with learning disabilities struggle with explaining, especially those who also have 

a language disability.  
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Summary 

Through the use of graphic organizers in solving mathematical word 

problems, students will be able to organize their ideas more effectively to allow 

for clearer instruction and guidance through mathematical content. Having 

students work together in collaborative small groupings is an arrangement that 

can maximize student engagement in discussion about mathematics. Engagement 

and time on task is increased in students with learning disabilities because the act 

of verbalizing the problem solving process forces them to be less impulsive when 

making decisions. All students will be allowed time to speak within the small 

groups and a teacher will be there to act as a facilitator to ensure that students are 

fully explaining their thoughts to a higher order level. “Allowing students to write 

in mathematics class can promote critical thinking, illustrate an awareness of 

mathematical connections, and result in clear communication as they share ideas 

comfortably with peers” (Haltiwanger & Simpson, 2013, p. 492).  
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RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

 

        The study was conducted over 12 weeks and was focused on the effects on 

students with learning disabilities when they worked collaboratively to solve math 

word problems using graphic organizers. During that time, students used various 

graphic organizers in order to aid in their comprehension, understanding of 

vocabulary, and processes necessary to solve math word problems.  The students 

were engaged in small group instruction of math processes and procedures and 

small collaborative group discussion about math word problems. Students were 

asked to reflect on the impact of graphic organizers and collaborative groups upon 

the math problem solving process. 

Setting 

 

        The school where my study took place is located in a suburban area of 

Southeastern Pennsylvania. The district consists of two elementary schools, one 

middle school, and one high school.  The district employs 215 teachers who 

possess full and part time positions. The district consists of 3,400 students who 

are roughly 92% white, 3 % Black or African American, 2% Asian, and 3% 

Hispanic. Also, 600 students are enrolled in special education within the district, 

or 18.4%.  This percentage of students is 3% higher than the state average of 15% 

special education enrollment. Of the 600 students in special education at the 

district the following disability categories are represented: Autism (11.9%), 
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Emotional Disturbance (7%), Intellectual Disability (3.6%), Other Health 

Impairment (6.6%), Speech or Language Impairment (14.2%), and Specific 

Learning Disability (54%). 

        My study took place in a sixth grade learning support classroom in a 

middle school building. Students are placed on one of two teams of teachers, 

although all students who receive learning support in the area of mathematics are 

instructed within my classroom.   

Participants 
 

        The participants in the study were in sixth grade students with disabilities 

such as: specific learning disabilities, autism, other health impairments, and 

speech and language disabilities at the middle school. All students participating in 

the study received instruction within the learning support classroom for 

mathematics. Two classes of students participated in the study consisting of a 

total of 11 males and 6 female students. 

Procedures 
 

        The purpose of my study was to increase understanding of math word 

problems through discussing the problem solving process collaboratively with 

peers and implementing graphic organizers in that process. Prior to beginning my 

research, I submitted my application to Moravian College’s Human Subject 

Internal Review Board (HSIRB). The HSIRB reviewed my application in order to 

determine whether or not my study could be carried out in an ethical manner that 
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protects the human subjects involved. The research proposal was submitted at the 

beginning of September, 2014. After gaining approval from HSIRB, I sought 

acceptance from my building principal through written consent. The last step that 

was taken prior to the beginning my study was to gain permission from parents 

and guardians of students within my mathematics classes for all participants. 

        During the study, students participated in small collaborative groupings 

within the learning support mathematics classroom. These groupings rotated 

throughout the study in order to shuffle personality types and group dynamics. 

The shift in grouping also allowed students to have various role models 

throughout the study. Problem-solving strategies that were implemented included: 

CUBES (Circle key words, Underline the question, Box any math action words, 

Evaluate, Solve & Check). Students also used problem solving strategies such as 

drawing a picture, finding a pattern, guess and check, making a list, making a 

table, acting it out, working backwards, write a number sentence, and using 

objects to assist in the problem solving process.  

Week 1: 

·      Hand out parent consent forms 

·      Collect completed parent consent forms 

·      Distribute pre-study survey 

·      Administer AIMSWeb Concepts and Applications grade-level probes 

·      Discuss Math Problem Solving Strategies – 2 Anchor Charts 
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Week 2-11 

·      Weekly Mathematics topic instruction 

·      Word Problem that relates to weekly topic of instruction 

·      Students will implement one of the mathematical graphic organizers while 

solving the problem. 

·      Students will complete a written explanation of the problem solving process 

taken to solve the weekly prompt. 

Week 12: 

·      Administer AIMSWeb Math Concepts and Applications grade-level probes 

to a growth score for math problem solving to each individual student 

·      Conduct post-study survey 

Data Sources 

        Student Work. I gathered data from multiple sources of student work 

including graphic organizers, student work on math problems, student notes, 

curriculum based assessments and AIMSWeb Mathematics assessments. 

        Graphic Organizers. I collected various graphic organizers from the 

students in order to analyze the extent to which they were being used. I also 

analyzed the collected information to determine how students were applying 

graphic organizers within the problem solving process.  

           AIMSweb Mathematics Concepts and Applications Probe.  At the 

beginning and conclusion of the study, students were administered 6th grade level 
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math concepts and applications probes to determine a baseline on grade level 

performance. The initial score was compared to the score obtained at the 

conclusion of the study to determine student growth in the area of mathematics 

problem solving. 

           Survey Data. Prior to the study, I will administer a mathematics problem 

solving preference inventory survey to gather data on student’s feelings towards 

mathematics and problem solving. I will conduct the exact same survey at the 

conclusion of the study to determine if feelings towards mathematics and problem 

solving have changed.   

        Observational Data. During the study, I kept a double-entry diary log 

where I recorded my observations and questions. I kept this log every day that the 

students were engaged in mathematics problem solving. I used the log to record 

observations, student-to-student conversations about problem solving strategies, 

graphic organizers, collaboration, and teacher-to-student interactions. I used the 

log to record during observations and after observational periods. Throughout the 

study, I typed up my observations and entries into a teacher field log that was later 

analyzed.  

Summary 

        The purpose of my study was to increase application of problem solving 

strategies through the collaborative discussion of word problems and use of 

graphic organizers to assist in the problem solving process. Problem solving 
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strategies were reviewed and modeled. Students had the opportunity to apply 

strategies of problem solving independent of mathematics once the strategies were 

modeled and reviewed. Through the use of repeated drill and practice of problem 

solving strategies, students gained an understanding of application of strategies 

and how graphic organizers can play a vital role in the understanding of 

mathematics word problems.  Student understanding was assessed through their 

explanation of process with detailed description, use of graphic organizers, and 

collaborative discussion.  

Trustworthiness Statement 

In order to ensure that the results of the study were trustworthy and valid, I 

followed a series of ethical guidelines. Before beginning the study, I obtained 

approval and written permission from Moravian College’s Human Subjects 

Internal Review Board (Appendix A). “Although the process of obtaining 

permissions can be burdensome, it is a necessary and important step in the action 

research process. Obtaining permissions will protect you [the researcher], your 

participants, your school and your university” (Hendricks, 2006, p. 111). In order 

to protect myself, my participants, my school, and my university obtained written 

permission for me to conduct the study (Appendix B). Further, I provided parents 

with an informed consent letter (Appendix C), explaining that I would only use 

data from those students who had permission to be participants. The letter also 

explained that students could withdraw from the study at any time for any reason 
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and without penalty. Additionally, the letter reassured participants that their 

personal information would be protected by pseudonyms, and all materials and 

data would be kept in a secure location throughout the duration of the study.  

 Once I had received consent from all participants, the study began. 

Through the process of data collection, I ensured to obtain triangulation of data, 

which Hendricks defines as, “a process in which multiple forms of data are 

collected and analyzed” (2006, p.72). My data points will include observations 

recorded in a field log, mathematics preference surveys, and student performance 

on mathematics problem solving tasks. My field log will show evidence of 

persistent and prolonged observation in order to “help determine whether the 

intervention is effective after the newness of it wears off… and to gather enough 

data to add to the credibility” (2006, p.128) of my study. This field log will also 

detail my continuous and ongoing reflective planning. “In the process of action 

research, a researcher continually reflects on what is occurring during the study 

and makes changes to the research plan as necessary” (Hendricks, 2006, p. 130). 

Ensuring to make necessary adjustments to my lessons plans according to what is 

observed during class is essential to the action research process and will ensure 

that the action research cycle is properly carried out. 

I remained open to unexpected research findings and was always sure to 

consider multiple points of view when interpreting data. Through the process of 

peer debriefing within a researcher support group, I was able to discuss my 
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observations of my study with peers who are not invested in the study. These 

peers provided me with alternative opinions and viewpoints of my study to ensure 

that I was not holding any biases that may have impacted my research findings 

(2006, p. 127). I also served as a peer collaborator within this group for the other 

members by providing my own interpretation of their data in order to point out 

their biases and impact their values may have had on their studies.  

Finally, I was able to use member checks (Ely, et al., 1991) to share my 

interpretations with the actual participants of my study, the students, who were 

then able to support or oppose my ideas that were based upon observations during 

the study. When I finally began sharing my study with larger audiences, I made it 

a point to provide detailed descriptions of the setting and of the study (Hendricks, 

2009). The purpose of including these detailed descriptions of setting, 

participants, and research methods is to allow the audience to determine whether 

or not the results of the action research study can be generalized to their own 

classrooms and instructional settings.  
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MY STORY 

“I have to teach Math?!” 

 As a beginning educator, my first year in education was spent teaching 

students with emotional disturbances in grades Kindergarten through Second 

grade. With budget cuts and enrollment numbers fluctuating, I was furloughed 

and spent many hours seeking another teaching job. Within a few months, I had 

found a job teaching sixth-grade learning support. After the interview, I can 

distinctly remember my panic and thoughts being similar to those of “Am I going 

to be able to teach sixth grade math?”; “What do sixth graders even learn about in 

Math?”; and “I better go buy flashcards to brush up on my multiplication facts.”  

 During the first few months, I found that I was able to get through to my 

students through the use of manipulatives and visual strategies in order to enhance 

their computation. I worked with them in small groups to break down multiple 

step computation problems with tricks and silly tips to get them to remember 

processes of computation. As I began to quickly find out, Mathematics is not just 

about the computation. My grade level Math partners kept speaking about 

problem solving and gauging student understanding and reasoning in 

mathematics, and I remember always sitting there confused as to how to achieve 

this in my classroom. 

 The first thing that I tried was incorporating a weekly word problem with 

my students in order to have them practice with problem solving and expose them 
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to more complex problems. The first giant hurdle of incorporating these problems 

was that they didn’t know where to start. They would look at the problem and 

choose two pieces of information and try to put them together with one of the four 

operations and solve without any particular reasoning. They were not looking for 

important information; they were not identifying key words; and they were not 

following any specific problem solving process. They had no idea how to begin. 

In addition to that issue, I did not give them any guidance initially because I had 

assumed that they had background knowledge of how to solve word problems.  

 I spent the next year formulating a plan of how to incorporate teaching 

problem solving within the designated content units that were to be covered. I 

began with a PowerPoint that addressed the problem solving process and the steps 

to follow. I added in information about identifying key words and the operations 

that they signified in word problems. I even made an interactive journal prompt 

for students to fill out as we reviewed the information. This was my way to ensure 

they would always have a reference point when solving word problems.  

 Throughout my reflection of this initial attempt to incorporate problem 

solving into my instructional repertoire, I was forced to acknowledge that many of 

the students who were in my learning support Mathematics classes, also received 

learning support instruction in reading. Word problems are linguistically based 

while holding an underlying component of mathematics. This causes an additional 

hurdle to students who struggle linguistically and mathematically. They need to 
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work to overcome two obstacles instead of one. My next attempt was to attack the 

linguistic aspect of the word problems with my students.  

 I began to break apart all aspects of word problems in an attempt to help 

students understand what the problems were asking them to achieve. There were 

various examples with highlighted words and interactive problems that were 

completed as a whole group. It was towards the end of my second year teaching 

mathematics that I remember looking out into my classroom of students sitting at 

their desks, taking notes about problem solving from a PowerPoint that I had 

created and working on problems that I had created. Two years into teaching sixth 

grade and I realized that I kept focusing my struggles of teaching mathematics on 

myself. I had never once asked myself “What do the students need to overcome to 

better understand word problems?” Essentially, I needed to let go of my own 

insecurities as a teacher of mathematics and lower my understanding of 

mathematics to that of a sixth grade learning-disabled student in order to gain 

perspective of where to begin.  

 I struggled with this idea since I knew how to solve word problems, I 

figured I could model for them the way that I had always done it and they would 

understand. I tried think-aloud modeling for the students so that they could see my 

processing of the content as I worked through example problems. I then tried 

having them assist me through my preconceived process of solving problems. 

They still did not understand what the problems needed them to solve for, or how 
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they were to arrive at an answer. This is when I finally began to reframe my 

thinking about teaching problem solving in my classroom. It was time to get rid of 

my teacher-centered instructional methods and turn to research and student-

centered instruction.   

 I made it my mission to find out how to allow students to drive their own 

instruction of problem solving, based upon their prior knowledge. I wanted my 

students to work together while problem solving, since I knew that having me in 

the lead of instruction simply was not working. I wanted them to be able to voice 

their own struggles that they encountered during the problems and talk through 

them with their peers. However, doing this within a learning support classroom 

would pose problems since all or most students in the classes demonstrated 

reading deficits as well. Structure was something my students had not been given 

up until this point and I wanted to ensure that they felt they had a sense of 

direction while working together with myself as a facilitator. It was at this time 

that I decided I would focus my instruction on facilitating small collaborative 

groups through the problem solving process using graphic organizers.  

Starting Somewhere Different 

 Every school year, I think I am about as nervous as the new sixth graders 

entering the middle school for the first time. This year, I had the opportunity to 

schedule my students according to ability across two different sections of learning 

support mathematics classes. I scheduled six students into a pre-emerging 
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mathematics class during fourth period and 11 students into an emerging 

mathematics class during sixth period.  Entering a middle school where two 

elementary schools are combined induces a large amount of anxiety in students, 

even more in students who have difficulty interpreting social situations. I wanted 

to start off the year with a collaborative problem solving activity where they were 

given very little structure. However, I figured that the first week of school might 

not be the best fit for this type of activity.  

 Instead, students spent their first week of mathematics class taking 

benchmark assessments that would provide me with data that compared their 

ability to grade level expectations. The first assessment they took was the Study 

Island Benchmark, which is an online mathematics performance assessment 

aligned to the performance categories of The Number System, Expressions and 

Equations, Geometry, Statistics and Probability, and Ratios and Proportional 

Relationships. Throughout the time that they were taking the benchmark 

assessments, their frustrations were evident. This benchmark assessment differed 

from the assessments they took in years past. There were more open-ended 

response questions in addition to multiple choice questions and fill in the blank 

questions. Students were also required to write two written explanations to 

questions on the benchmark assessment. After students took their assessments, I 

analyzed their scores to determine general areas of weakness in which I found that 
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Geometry and Data Analysis and Probability were predominately lower scores 

than any other reporting category (Table 1).  

Table 1. Study Island PSSA Benchmark #1 Test Scores 
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Rebecca 57.1% 0% 50% 16.6% 60% 39.2% Below 
Basic 

Veronica 42.8% 0% 33.3% 16.6% 0% 21.4% Below 
Basic 

Adam NA NA NA NA NA   

Andrew 14.2% 11.1% 0% 16.6% 20% 14.2% Below 
Basic  

Josh 42.8% 44.4% 16.6% 16.6% 40% 39.2% Below 
Basic 

Zane NA NA NA NA NA   

Laura 57.1% 44.4% 33.3% 0% 40% 42.8% Below 
Basic 

Chad 28.5% 44.4% 0% 16.6% 20% 28.5% Below 
Basic 

Jessica NA NA NA NA NA   

Joanna 14.2% 33.3% 33.3% 0% 20% 25% Below 
Basic 

Ned 42.8% 33.3% 16.6% 16.6% 20% 32.1% Below 
Basic 

Katrina 42.8% 22.2% 33.3% 0% 40% 32.1% Below 
Basic 

Harry 57.1% 22.2% 16.6% 0% 40% 32.1% Below 
Basic 

Lee 42.8% 22.2% 33.3% 0% 20% 28.5% Below 
Basic 

Steve 57.1% 22.2% 0% 0% 0% 18.1% Below 
Basic  

Niles NA NA NA NA NA   

Dylan 42.8% 44.4% 16.6% 0% 0% 28.5% Below 
Basic 
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 Our first day that we did not spend in the computer lab that week was 

spent discussing my study and the activities that I would mostly be observing and 

collecting data from. I told them that I would be looking at all of their scores from 

the benchmark assessments that they just completed and the scores from the 

benchmark assessments that they would complete again in winter. I spoke about 

word problems and problem-solving activities to which I heard a chorus of moans 

and groans. I made sure to explain that the work that they would be completing 

was nothing extra or outside of the curriculum that would be taught, it was simply 

a different way of teaching and I would be reflecting back on how it worked to 

become a better teacher.  

 Some of the students seemed very interested and asked a few questions 

about how I went to school at night and worked during the day to which I 

responded, “a lot of coffee!” I told them that I would be collecting information 

from observing students and writing down things that they were saying while 

working in small groups. I told them that for my final project, I would be writing 

a huge paper that I will present to a group of my peers in a conference hall. This 

sparked a gasp and an outburst of “COOL!” from Veronica. I told them that even 

though they were in my class, I needed their parents permission to use any of their 

information in my final paper and I handed out permission slips to be signed and 

returned.  
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 Following a week of testing students for baseline information, it was time 

that the students got to know one another and work collaboratively in the 

mathematics classroom. Hearing comments from students about their anxieties 

during the first week of middle school such as “I don’t make much friends” and “I 

don’t want to be in learning support classes” really affirmed my reasoning for 

beginning the year with a collaborative activity. The collaborative activity that 

students would be completing over the next few days was called The Marble 

Run. Students were given two toilet paper tubes, the top of a milk carton with 

spout, a foam cup, a foot of tape, and marble. They were instructed to create a 

track for the marble to run on. The track was to begin with the top of the milk 

carton, have three turns throughout and cause the marble to fall into the cup at the 

end of the track. From that point, I gave various suggestions to either all create a 

plan then discuss which would be the best way to attempt the track or to designate 

roles within the group. I was shocked to hear that none of the students had any 

questions about the expectation of the assignment. I put them into their groups 

and let them get to work.  

Teamwork Means “Team Huddle Time!” 

 It was clear from the very beginning of their brainstorming the students 

who would work more independently and those who would need more guidance 

from the teacher in order to complete their work. After giving the students half of 
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the class period to brainstorm with their materials, I told them to freeze so that I 

could provide some guidance to their struggles that they were encountering.  

 “At this point, you have all had some time to plan out a track and 

beginning working with your materials. I see some of you are further along than 

others and that is fine. I did want to make sure you all have one insight to the 

toilet paper rolls. Did everyone cut the tubes in their plan?” I prompted. 

“In half?” Rebecca inquired.  

“Yes, you can cut them in half, it doesn’t matter which way you decide is half 

though”. I suggested 

“No we...OH!!!! You get more this way!!” exclaimed Josh 

“Wait! Can you cut the tape too?” asked Andrew 

I summarized, “Yes, anything that you want to do with the given supplies, you 

may. However you need to begin with the milk carton.”  

 I was so proud of the students for taking on their task independently, but 

after this initial clarification of rules for the project, it became obvious that they 

were not comfortable asking questions they needed to guide their thinking. Once 

the students were given a bit more guidance to their brainstorming, their 

collaboration thrived. Josh excitedly yelled, “Team huddle time!” while reaching 

out his arms to start the huddle and said, “I was thinking to cut the toilet paper roll 

in half and tape it across the bottom to slow it down,” to prompt discussion 

amongst his small group. Zane, one of the group members, questioned, “What 
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happens with the other parts?” to which Jessica responded, “We can use them to 

make the track longer.” The students were working collaboratively to solve a 

problem with little guidance and were discussing possible outcomes and hurdles 

that they were encountering as they were constructing their tracks.  The students 

were comfortable asking one another questions within their small groups, but still 

hesitated to ask myself questions about the assignment. They were more willing 

to ask one another, which was something I was happy to see considering it was 

the second week in a new school with a large percentage of classmates being 

unfamiliar to them.  

 Questions continued to flow throughout the small groups as they were 

constructing their tracks. Some students were creating tracks on walls, on the 

chalk ledge, on desks, and even on the floor. One group had a particularly 

difficult time constructing their track due to the fact that Veronica got excited 

after I announced that the tubes could be cut and she cut both tubes into small 

pieces. Her partner was complaining and looked very discouraged to continue 

working on the track. Veronica, however, remained positive despite the new 

obstacle that she had created. She turned her focus on being a lead communicator 

within the group and their initial panic grew into leadership with a small sense of 

direction.  

 “I think we can still make it work, I wasn’t thinking about the weight of 

the marble when I cut them,” explained Veronica.  
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“We need more tape,” demanded Harry.  

“How much tape did you use on the milk carton? Can you take some off of 

there and use that?” I prompted.  

Veronica concluded, “I guess we could, I guess it doesn’t need a lot of 

tape since the marble will not be rolling through it very long. It will just drop 

through the spout.” 

 The students continued to work diligently to create a successful marble 

run with their supplies. When all of the tape was used up and all cardboard pieces 

in place, the final test was to drop the marble through the milk carton top and see 

what would happen. All students soon found out that they would not be successful 

right away and would need to tweak their tracks based upon the observed 

movements of the marble as it travelled along the track. Veronica’s experience 

however, was largely different from that of the other members of her group who 

were being guided through her leadership. The other members of her group were 

told to, “make that piece stronger.” As well as, “Woah! Woah! Woah! Not so 

hard!” while trying to tape pieces together. The other two members of her group 

who were following her directions were doing so with ease and understanding that 

she may possibly guide them to an effective solution.  

 The group was pretty quiet until they tested the marble track and it would 

not work. Their marble kept dropping through the tape and breaking apart the 

track. The quietest student in the group, Harry (who struggled with the social 
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group dynamic), then took the opportunity to add in his observations that, “Maybe 

the marble is too heavy and it’s [the track] is too delicate or maybe it is the way 

we are dropping it in.” Towards the end of the small group activity, he was finally 

able to feel comfortable in order to voice his thoughts in a social situation that 

caused his unease. Harry needed the guidance of Veronica in order to have a 

positive experience result from the marble run activity despite his experience 

being significantly different than that of Veronica’s experience.  

 The students collaborated to fix their tracks in order to get their marble to 

land and stay in their foam cup at the end of their track. Their conversations 

bubbled with enthusiasm and motivating frustration as they encountered new 

obstacles. Katrina and Lee were able to get their marble to run perfectly through 

their track and ran into trouble with getting the marble into the cup.  

“Marbles aren’t supposed to be bouncy!” Lee exclaimed. 

“I don’t get why it keeps bouncing out of the cup, Marbles are glass, glass 

doesn’t bounce!” Katrina complained.  

“You are right glass doesn’t bounce, but maybe it is bouncing because it 

is hitting the foam”, Lee hypothesized. 

“That actually makes sense! Can we put something in the cup to make it 

stop bouncing out?” Katrina questioned.  

Katrina and Lee demonstrated how conversation flowed naturally while 

they tried to fix minor problems as they arose. Finally, the students were assigned 
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to complete a writing assignment that detailed the process and procedures used 

during the Marble Run problem solving activity. They began with a graphic 

organizer flow chart (Figure 1) and continued to complete the writing prompt on 

the provided paper (Figure 2 and Figure 3).  

 

Figure 1. Marble Run Graphic Organizer 
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Figure 2. Marble Run Draft Writing 
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Figure 3. Marble Run Final Writing 

 The following day, we reviewed each track as a large group and provided 

positive feedback to each group of things that they did that were unique which 

others had not thought about. The students willingly engaged in this feedback 
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session and were excited to compliment one another on their work. After our 

feedback session was complete, students completed a Mathematics Preference 

Survey about working through mathematics problems collaboratively. The first 

ten questions gave me an idea of some of the mathematical practices they engaged 

in when working on solving problems. The results from the first ten questions of 

the survey are displayed in Figure 4.  

 The next ten questions focused on their feelings about Mathematics and 

strategies such as drawing diagrams, using manipulatives, and working 

collaboratively (Table 2). 

Figure 4.  Pre-Study Mathematics Preference Survey – Questions 1-10 

 

Students responded to the following 10 statements by circling Always, Often, 

Sometimes, or Never.  
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2. Drawing pictures or imagining real physical situations helps me do 

mathematics.  

3. Reading a problem more than once is a waste of time.  

4. When I have finished working on a problem, I check my calculations for 

errors.  

5. When I work on a problem, I ask other students for help.  

6. When I get an answer to a problem, I look back at the problem to see if the 

answer makes sense.  

7. I restate the answer to a problem in my own words. 

8. I use a highlighter to select important information in the word problem.  

9. I have trouble getting started on math word problems by myself.  

10. After obtaining a correct answer, I want to know an explanation for why 

the solution works.   

 

Table 2.  Pre-Study Mathematics Preference Survey Questions 11-20 

Question 11: I enjoy doing math word problems. 

Strongly Disagree – 6 

Disagree – 5 

Agree – 4 

Strongly Agree – 1 

 

Question 12: I believe I can do well in a mathematics class  

Strongly Disagree – 0 

Disagree – 1 

Agree – 7 

Strongly Agree – 8 

 

Question 13: I take time to estimate what the answer to a problem will   

  be before actually doing the problem.   

 

Strongly Disagree – 1 

Disagree – 6 

Agree – 8 

Strongly Agree – 2 

 

Question 14: I frequently discuss homework and class notes with other   

 students.  
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Strongly Disagree – 3 

Disagree – 11 

Agree – 1 

Strongly Agree – 1 

 

Question 15: In mathematics, you can be creative and discover things   

  by yourself.  

 

Strongly Disagree – 0 

Disagree – 6 

Agree – 7 

Strongly Agree – 3 

 

Question 16: Talking over math problems with another person is a    

 legitimate problem solving strategy.  

 

Strongly Disagree – 0 

Disagree – 3 

Agree – 10 

Strongly Agree – 3 

 

Question 17: Drawing a picture or a diagram helps me solve word   

 problems.  

 

Strongly Disagree – 0 

Disagree – 4 

Agree – 7 

Strongly Agree – 6 

 

Question 18: A person must possess a special talent to do well in    

 mathematics.  

  

Strongly Disagree – 5 

Disagree – 3 

Agree – 5 

Strongly Agree – 2 

 

Question 19: Using manipulatives (cubes, counters, blocks, etc.) helps   

 me solve problems  

 

Strongly Disagree – 0 
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Disagree – 2 

Agree – 9 

Strongly Agree – 5 

 

Question 20: I enjoy solving mathematical word problems.  

Strongly Disagree – 7 

Disagree – 3 

Agree – 4 

Strongly Agree – 2 

 

After the students completed the mathematics preference survey, I took 

them home to synthesize the data and determine the outlook of the students in my 

class about math. I quickly came to realize that my previous assumption of 

learning support students despising mathematics problem solving was accurate. 

Eleven students disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement, “I enjoy doing 

math word problems”. However, I found it most interesting that despite their 

negative feelings toward word problems, fifteen students agreed or strongly 

agreed with the statement “I believe I can do well in a mathematics class.” This 

information meant that either the students thought that the class would not have a 

strong focus on math word problems, or that even though they did not enjoy math 

word problems, they would work through them and do well in the class overall. 

At this point, I had not mentioned my study to my students in order to obtain 

unbiased information about their feelings towards mathematics and math word 

problems and I am glad that I had approached the survey in this manner.  
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Professional Development is for Teachers, Not Students 

 Over the next few weeks, I was assigned to participate in multiple 

professional development sessions for various reasons, which caused me to miss a 

lot of valuable class time. I am a member of the leadership committee in our 

district and there was a full day meeting with our superintendent and curriculum 

director one day which was followed by another two days of QBS (Quality 

Behavioral Solutions) Safety Care training as a member of the middle school’s 

crisis team. By the time that I returned to my classroom, I was ready to jump into 

my research and lessons. I began to discuss the reasoning behind the math 

preference survey with my students and talk to them about the problem solving 

activities that we would be completing in each unit of the year. This is when I 

realized that it was so long ago that the students completed the survey, they had 

completely forgotten about it. I even needed to get out the completed surveys as a 

visual reminder until they began to recall the survey.  

 Graphic Organizers in Math? 

 Up until this point, students only had the opportunity to work 

collaboratively in small groups when creating their marble run. I had decided to 

implement a gradual release of responsibility to the students when implementing 

the use of graphic organizers into the mathematics classroom. I had anticipated 

that there would be some push back about using them while solving word 

problems due to the observation that a lot of students just want to solve the 
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problem, be done with it, and move on to the next task. Using a graphic organizer 

would mean that they would need to slow down, think about their thinking, and 

take notes on their process as they were solving the problems. To introduce the 

graphic organizer, I had it projected onto my SMARTboard so that students could 

interact with it as a whole group and come up to write down their thoughts as we 

worked through our first word problems as a collaborative whole class grouping.  

 We began the school year with a Number System unit and were currently 

reviewing computation of fractions; therefore the word problem was focused 

around addition and/or subtraction of fractions. I handed out the papers to my 

fourth period class, with the problem (Figure 5) written on it and the students 

grumbled.  

Tess mailed a letter on Monday morning. The 

letter traveled 2 1/4 miles on Monday. It 

traveled 5/8 more of a mile on Tuesday, and 3 

4/16 of miles on Wednesday reaching its 

destination on Wednesday afternoon. How far did 

Tess's letter travel in all? 

Figure 5. First Word Problem 

After the grumbles died down, I explained that we would be working through 

this problem together using the organizer on the SMART board (Appendix 2) and I 

could see some of their shoulders slightly drop in relief. I began by asking the 

students to read the problem silently and use any previous strategies that they knew to 

break apart the problem. I saw some students boxing certain key words, underlining 

important information, and putting stars next to certain numbers within the problem.  
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 Now that the students had identified important information and key words as 

they had previously been taught to do, I referred to the ‘What do you know?’ section 

of the graphic organizer. The students were eager to volunteer and their hands were 

wiggling up in the air waiting to be called upon.  Ned was the first student with his 

hand up in the air, and bouncing like a jumping bean in his seat. I asked Ned to come 

up to the SMART board to share a piece of important information from the problem 

with the class. When he got up to the board, he wrote, Monday – 2 ¼ Miles, and 

quickly returned to his seat to copy down the information diligently with a smile 

on his face (Figure 6).  Veronica was the next student to volunteer and raced to 

the board to write, Tuesday – 5/8 mile. I asked her to hand off the pen to another 

student and she selected Katrina who ended up writing Wednesday – 3 4/16 

miles. I could not even get a word out of my mouth before Lee shouted, “I know 

what goes it in the middle box!” I chuckled and said, “Okay, come on up and fill 

it in for us.” In the section labeled ‘What do you need to find?’ Lee wrote, total 

miles letter went. 

Once we had two sections of the graphic organizer filled out, I sensed the 

students were more eager to continue using the graphic organizer because they 

had been successful with the beginning of it. I asked the students, “What do you 

think should go in the ‘Brainstorm’ section?” and the room fell silent. I waited a 

few moments to give them adequate think time but even this didn’t cause anyone 
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to speak up. Everyone remained quiet until I asked, “What do you think we 

should do with the important information, and knowing that we need to find a 

total?” Veronica slowly raised her hand, with hesitation, only to about the level of 

her armpit, as soon as I noticed I quickly asked for her opinion. With a quiet voice 

and drawn out words of uncertainty she offered, “Do we need to add?”. “Oh yeah! 

That would make sense, total means add!” confirmed Joanna. “Perfect!” I 

responded, “That should go into your brainstorming section of your graphic 

organizer.” As most of the students wrote down that piece of information into 

their Brainstorm section, Ned shouted out, “Can’t we just solve the problem 

now?” It was clear to me that they felt the graphic organizer was slowing them 

down, but it was also forcing them to be more mindful of the processes they were 

using to solve the word problem.  

At this point, the students were allowed to begin trying out how to solve 

the problem. They worked quietly for a few minutes before Lee realized he did 

not know what to do with all three fractions. He asked for help and instead of 

providing him with direct assistance, I had him ask the whole group. “How can 

you add three fractions that all have different numbers on the bottom?” he asked. 

Joanna quickly replied and said, “You need to change them to be the same 

number on the bottom before adding them. Look at your toolbox for help if you 

need it.” I was so happy to hear that Joanna was referencing their toolbox of notes 

as a resource that Lee could utilize while solving the problem. 
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Figure 6. First Graphic Organizer 

 The students continued to work independently through the problem quietly 

and Lee even got out his toolbox after Joanna explained what to do and he was 

still confused. It was encouraging to see the students trying their hardest to work 

through the word problem. During this process, Harry had a difficult time using 

the graphic organizer because of spacing. He is a student who receives 

occupational therapy for many reasons, one of them being handwriting legibility 

and spacing of words. For next time, I suggested he may benefit from having lines 
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within the graphic organizer in order to keep his work more organized and he 

agreed.  

 All of the students arrived at their answers and wrote their final answers in 

the box labeled ‘Explain’. I needed to remind them that explain does not simply 

mean to write a number answer, but they needed go into more detail about what 

the answer meant. Some of them struggled with the concept and they simply 

added a label of ‘miles’ to their answer. Before we knew it, it was time to switch 

classes and the students handed in their worksheets and graphic organizers and 

scurried off to their next class.  

Collaboration is Not Always Easy 

 A week later, we had covered multiplication and division of fractions in 

class and the students had ample practice with basic computation of this skill and 

they were ready to tackle a word problem that involved either multiplication or 

division of fractions. Since we already had the opportunity to solve a word 

problem as a whole group, it was time that they give it a shot within small groups 

and discuss the process together.  

 The class had been broken into three groups for this collaborative activity 

and they were all given the same word problem. The problem read:  

 

Miss Worman is serving a snack of mini chocolate chips to 

a group of children. A serving size of mini chocolate 

chips is ⅕ of a cup. If Miss Worman has 6 cups of mini 
chocolate chips, how many children can she serve a snack? 
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As soon as the students got their word problem, they got right to work using their 

graphic organizer to complete the problem. As I rotated around the room, I was 

pleased to see them engaged with the graphic organizer and discussing what 

information to put in each section. The students were not filling out the sections 

one by one, but rather they were dissecting the problem piece by piece and 

determining where the information went on the graphic organizer. The structure 

of the graphic organizer was allowing them to jump around, following their 

thoughts instead of following a strict procedure that did not match up with their 

thinking.   

 I was just about to comment on how hard the students were working and 

how well they were all collaborating when I wandered over to a group of Laura, 

Adam, and Chad. Laura and Adam were hard at work and discussing the problem 

together. However, I noticed that Chad was working alone. I did not want to 

single him out so I prompted the entire class to stop with what they were working 

on and focus on me for a moment. I asked them what the importance of working 

in groups is and they were able to identify many positive aspects to collaborative. 

They stated that sometimes they are able to explain things better to one another 

than a teacher can. They also noted that there is only one teacher in the room and 

more of them. With the groups, I am able to get to each group and discuss their 

methods with them contrary to if they were working individually, I would not 
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have the chance in a single class period to work with every single student. After 

gathering these thoughts from them and writing them on the whiteboard for their 

quick reference, I instructed them to get back to work.  

 After our conversation, I focused my attention back to Chad’s group. 

Laura returned quickly back to her own work individually ignoring the fact that 

Adam and Chad were both sitting there with puzzled looks on their faces. After a 

moment, Adam said “Hey Chad, scoot over so that we can talk this out” Chad 

looked up reluctantly and Adam nodded at him in encouragement. Laura has had 

a difficult time in the past collaborating with her group members and prefers to do 

her own thing instead of helping out other students or asking them for help when 

she is struggling. This small interaction caused Laura to stop working alone, 

watch them, and place her pencil down so that they could all talk about the 

problem together. They had already identified the important information, what 

they were trying to solve for, and had brainstormed individually, but each of them 

was struggling with how to solve the problem in the ‘Try it Out’ section of their 

graphic organizer. Once Chad saw that he was not the only one who was 

struggling with the problem, he spoke up.   

 Chad: I think we need to keep, change, flip 

 Laura: Chad! You need to wait for us! You are too quiet! 

Miss Worman: Chad, put it in your brainstorm. However, this group needs 

to be discussing the problem and figuring out how to best work with one 
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another. Laura, you need to communicate kindly with the whole group. 

You have great leadership skills; just make sure you are using them in an 

appropriate way.  

 Laura: Oh, okay.  

Adam: I think that Chad is right, lets try the division problem and use the 

keep, change, flip thing.  

Miss Worman: Good job Adam! Keep things flowing over here, I will be 

back to check on your progress. 

I was glad to see that the group had started to work together and that 

Adam felt comfortable enough to speak up and keep things moving within the 

group. I went over to the second group, which included Steve, Andrew, and David 

to observe their progress. The conversation that they were having amongst their 

small group was helping them clarify the process of dividing fractions and 

required them to explain their mathematical thinking instead of simply working 

out the problem on a piece of paper.  

Andrew: Oh wait! ⅕ 6 and put a 1 under the six. I knew it was division 

because it says to split up the six cups into servings.  

Steve: Wait, why not in half? Why are you dividing by 6?  

David: It says here that there are 6 cups of chocolate chips. But why the 1 

on the bottom?  
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Andrew: You can’t divide by a whole number. Remember, any time you 

have a whole number you need to make it into a fraction and put it over 1.  

Miss Worman: Great conversation guys! Keep working! 

The final group that I observed (Josh, Rebecca, Zane, and Jessica) was 

further along in the problem solving process and had most of their graphic 

organizer completed by the time I reached them to see how they were doing, 

which turned out to be the perfect time. They had come to the same conclusion 

that 6 cups of chocolate chips needed to be divided into servings of 
 

 
 cups. Their 

base problem was 
 

 
    to begin with. However, they ended up placing the 6 

over a 1 and followed the process previously learned of keeping the first fraction, 

changing the sign, and flipping the second fraction before multiplying straight 

across. They did this and ended up with 
 

  
   

 

  
  

 

  
 and they placed their answer 

in the ‘Explain’ section of their graphic organizer.  

As Rebecca went to label her answer of 
 

  
 with the word students, I saw 

her face scrunch up and she moved her head slowly upright away from her paper. 

She didn’t say anything, but continued to look at her paper with an odd 

expression. I asked her what was wrong and she responded by saying, “I don’t 

think it makes sense to have 
 

  
 students for the answer. “Why not?” I asked her. 

“It just doesn’t seem right, but I don’t know why”, she responded. I took this 
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opportunity to explain that having 
 

  
 students would be like taking one student 

and chopping them into 30 pieces and being able to feed the chocolate chips to 

only one piece of that student. They all responded by saying “EW!!” but then 

quickly got to work to fix their error. Josh knew that the answer just needed to be 

flipped to be 
  

 
 instead of 

 

  
, but he did not know how to change the problem in 

order to get the answer there. Rebecca looked back at her original problem and 

proposed switching the order of the fractions from 
 

 
      to       

 

 
 . Jessica and 

Zane got right to work testing her new theory and Rebecca and Josh chatted about 

how gross it was that their answer meant they would have had to chop up a 

student into 30 pieces! 

Zane finished solving the revised problem and exclaimed, “We got it!” 

Josh then asked, “Well why did switching it fix it? Why couldn’t we just keep it 

the first way?” Zane explained, “In the problems, it stated that there were 6 cups 

of chocolate chips, which is what we should have started with. Those 6 cups 

needed to be divided into servings of 
 

 
 which comes second in the problem. If we 

would have followed the order that it said in the problem, we would have gotten it 

right the first time.” Jessica chimed in, “So now, we have 30 students that can get 

a serving of chocolate chips, instead of having to chop up a student into 30 

pieces!”  
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 All of the groups turned in their assignments (Figure 7) and scurried off to 

lunch hungry after thinking about chocolate chips for the entire 45-minute class 

period. Group three was able to work through their problem efficiently and 

discuss the roadblocks as a group as they encountered them. The other two 

groups, required a lot of prompting in order to initiate cooperation amongst the 

group members and they struggled reaching a collective decision on how to solve 

the given word problem.  

 

Figure 7. Fractions Graphic Organizer 
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“Without the Caboose, the Train is Incomplete.” 

 In every collaborative session that students have participated in to this 

point, there have always been a few students who ended up frustrated by their 

group members, or simply by the problems themselves. Even after our short 

reminder of why collaborating is important, they continued to struggle with 

wanting to work as a group. They have been told to work independently for 

somany years in mathematics and it has created the learned behaviors of solving 

poblems independently to demonstrate their individual knowledge.  

 During our next collaborative session, every group was significantly 

struggling to work collaboratively. I needed to redirect students from every group 

to work with their group.  Laura again was having a difficult time working with 

anyone in her group, and Chad was still not speaking to anyone in his group. 

Initially, students made an attempt to complete the given problem within their 

group, but it was simply not working well (Figure 8). After multiple attempts to 

spark collaboration in the classroom, I told everyone to stop what they were 

working on and called up Rebecca and Niles up to the front of the room with me.  

 I pulled up two to the whiteboard where I was standing and told them to 

bring their word problem and pencils with them. I chose these two students 

specifically because they had been asking appropriate guiding questions within 

their group during every collaborative session. Their previous performance and 

discussion methods that they have demonstrated proved that they understood how 
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to keep their group members on track with their mathematical thinking and how 

to further delve into discussion about topics when necessary.  

 

Figure 8: Initial Attempt at Order of Operations Problem 

I told the class that I wanted to model what appropriate collaborative 

conversation and problem solving should look like when working collaboratively. 

I made sure that Rebecca and Niles were okay with participating in the modeling 
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group with me and I also informed the students that I chose these two students 

based upon their previous performance and the questioning that they have been 

coming up with. Niles, Rebecca and I began breaking apart the question step by 

step using the graphic organizer that I had duplicated onto the whiteboard for the 

entire class to view. The question that was being utilized focused on following the 

order of operations and evaluating expressions (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9: Order of Operations Word Problem 

As we broke apart the word problem and placed important information into the 

‘What do you know?’ section of the graphic organizer, Rebecca stated that we 

needed to add 50 dollars into the expression. Niles questioned, “Where did the 50 

dollars come from?” Rebecca responded respectfully, “Re-read the third sentence 

in the word problem, it says the step there that I think you are missing.” Once 

Niles was given time to re-read that section, he realized that he missed that piece 

of information before and thanked Rebecca for helping him identify his mistake. 

1. Adam has $450. He spends $210 on food. Later he divides 

all the money into four parts out of which three parts were 

distributed and one part he keeps for himself. Then he 

found $50 on the road. Write the final expression and find 

the money he has left. 
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Once we were finally done pulling all events out of the story problem, Rebecca 

asked a question about why we needed to divide the total money apart prior to 

adding the 50 dollars into the problem. Nick calmly explained, “The boy in the 

problem did not find the 50 dollars until after he went shopping and then divided 

up the remaining money. If we had added in the 50 dollars prior to him adding it 

up, the 50 dollars would have gotten divided apart to the other people and he 

wouldn’t have been able to keep it. After Rebecca’s explanation, we were all on 

the same page about understanding the process that the problem outlined. We 

worked on solving the problem together on the board and completed the problem 

and explained the answer in sentence form.  

 After the entire word problem solving process was modeled for the class, I 

took the time to ask the rest of the class what they observed while watching 

Rebecca, Niles, and I solve the problem in a collaborative group. The following 

information was added in a list to the board as observations: 

 No one got angry 

 No one yelled 

 Everyone was able to ask questions 

 Mistakes were okay 

 No one was left behind 

Andrew and his words left the class nearly speechless as he added the final 

observation to the list. Andrew explained, “I think of it like a train, the conductor 
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and the train cars may be able to run fast ahead on the track, but without the 

caboose, the train is incomplete. The entire train depends on the caboose and must 

make sure that the caboose understands everything and when it does, it will 

complete the train and they can move ahead.” The class fell silent until Niles 

slowly said, “What?”. I began to clarify Andrew’s explanation in relation to 

working together as a small group. I clarified to the whole class that if one student 

in the group is confused about something, the whole group needs to take the time 

to stop their train, and explain it to them. The person that is confused, Andrew 

referred to as the caboose and the whole group needs to ensure that they 

understand everything and when that is clear, their group is complete (or their 

train) and they can then move ahead. I continued that if the group does not take 

the time to stop and explain it to the confused group member, that member is 

going to have a negative feeling about working with other kids in the class and 

solving problems in groups. When the students left class, I felt optimistic about 

the modeling session and I hoped that during our next session, they make more of 

an effort to work together more effectively within their small groups.  

Great Observations Lead to Great Interactions 

 Our final session proved to be interesting. I was not expecting any 

miracles to happen after the modeling session that was conducted previously, but 

I was hoping that the students took their observations to heart and would 

incorporate them into their future group work. The final word problem was more 
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difficult than previous problems and they needed to use a chart in order to 

complete the problem not just information from the word problem itself (Figure 

10). As the groups began to read the problem and organize the necessary 

information into the graphic organizer, they were confused about where to get the 

information on pricing of the items being purchased and where it was best to 

record the information. They had the worksheet with the chart in addition to the 

graphic organizer and many of them did not write much on the graphic organizer 

and simply used it as a conversation starter tool within their groups. Since they 

had not had a collaborative word problem using a chart of information that was 

necessary to be integrated into the problem in order to solve it, I needed to stop 

the groups from working and direct their attention to the chart of pricing below 

the main word problem. I clarified that first they needed to form an expression 

using variables in section one. Then, in section two they needed to substitute the 

values in the chart for the given variables of the initial expression. I turned their 

attention back to working collaboratively and they got right to work.  

 Their banter about building the initial expression was fluid and rapid. The 

groups quickly began to realize that they would have a lot of computation to 

complete after they substituted the values for each variable. This is when the 

complaints began to rumble throughout the classroom and the noise level began to 

rise. Even though the noise level was rising, the students were still on task and 
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one group in particular had found a good strategy to dividing up the work that 

needed to be completed.  

 

 

Figure 10: Expressions Word Problem 
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Ned, Veronica, and Zane had substituted all of the values into their 

original expression of (6J + 10L + 5S + 1P + 2B + 3E) / 3. They ended up with 

[(6 x 24) + (10 x 8) + (5 x 6) + (1 x 24.80) + (2 x 22)  + (3 x 12)] / 3 as their final 

expression. Zane suggested that since they had everything substituted and each set 

of parentheses simply needed to be added together prior to dividing everything, 

they could split up the sections to compute them and then put them all together as 

a group. This would lighten up the demand on each student and they could still 

complete the problem. Veronica took the first two sets of the parentheses, (6 x 24) 

+ (10 x 8). Zane took the middle two sets of parentheses, (5 x 6)  + (1 x 24.80) 

and Ned took the final two sets of parentheses to compute, (2 x 22) + (3 x 12). 

Once the whole problem was broken apart, Veronica said “Okay, lets work and 

then meet back up once we are done!” with a sense of pride in their group’s idea 

to divide up the work evenly.  

 In a few moments, Zane tossed his pencil on his desk and threw his hands 

up at his shoulders and exclaimed, “Done!” as if he was racing his group 

members to finish. Veronica and Ned quickly finished their work and they all 

shared their answers with one another to fill in their individual worksheets 

together and continued solving the problem. As they worked through each step 

together, they were all seated upright with their heads bent down over their 

papers. Their conversation remained focused on the problem and they were giving 
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one another words of praise and encouragement as they volunteered answers and 

suggestions of how to proceed.  

This was a huge shift from previous observations of collaborative group 

work in the mathematics classroom and I quickly began to realize that since my 

students did not know how to work positively with one another, I should have 

began my study with a session of modeling appropriate group work rather than 

letting them try to hash it out and work together in mathematics. I now wondered 

if they had ever been given the opportunity to work together in mathematics in 

similar situations, or if mathematics had always been considered an individual 

experience for the students in my class.  

Looking for Growth 

At the conclusion of the 12 weeks, students again took the Study Island 

PSSA Benchmark #2 Assessments (Table 3). The results demonstrated 

improvement for the majority of student. Increases in scoring are highlighted in 

green and decreases in scoring are highlighted in yellow. In addition, areas with 

no change remain not highlighted. Table 3 indicates that seven students 

demonstrated an increase in their scores and two students decreased their 

performance slightly as compared to their initial benchmark score. In addition, six 

students did not show any growth. Veronica, Adam, Ned, and Lee are four of the 

six students who did not demonstrate any movement in scores and they are all 

placed within my lower achieving mathematics class. The other two students who 
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did not demonstrate any progress on their benchmark assessment were Zane, who 

did not complete the initial benchmark so there could not be progress reported, 

and Jessica, who was one of the top achievers of my mathematics group to begin 

with.  

Table 3: Study Island PSSA Benchmark #2 Test Scores 
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Rebecca 57.1% 33.3% 33.3% 16.6% 40% 42.8% Below Basic 

Veronica 42.8% 44.4% 16.6% 0% 20% 32.1% Below Basic 

Adam 28.5% 11.1% 16.6% 0% 40% 21.4% Below Basic 

Andrew 14.2% 0% 33.3% 16.6% 60% 25% Below Basic  

Josh 71.4% 33.3% 16.6% 0% 0% 32.1% Below Basic 

Zane 71.4% 44.4% 33.3% 33.3% 60% 57.1% Basic 

Laura 57.1% 22.2% 16.6% 0% 60% 35.7% Below Basic 

Chad 42.8% 22.2% 33.3% 16.6% 20% 32.1% Below Basic 

Jessica 85.7% 55.5% 0% 33.3% 40% 53.5% Below Basic 

Joanna 71.4% 44.4% 16.6% 16.6% 40% 46.4% Below Basic 

Ned 42.8% 22.2% 16.6% 16.6% 40% 32.1% Below Basic 

Katrina 42.8% 44.4% 33.3% 16.6% 40% 42.8% Below Basic 

Harry 71.4% 77.7% 33.3% 16.6% 0% 53.5% Below Basic 

Lee 57.1% 22.2% 0% 0% 40% 28.5% Below Basic 

Steve 71.4% 33.3% 16.6% 0% 20% 35.7% Below Basic  

Niles 57.1% 33.3% 50% 0% 40% 42.8% Below Basic 

Dylan 42.8% 16.6% 33.3% 20% 25% 21.2% Below Basic 
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DATA ANALYSIS 

Student Work Samples and Analysis 

 In addition to keeping a detailed field log, I collected and analyzed student 

work samples from my students periodically. The pieces of student work that 

were collected were not final products of their work. Graphic organizers were 

collected with their thoughts jotted down amongst the designated sections that 

were to guide their thinking through the problems. Word problem worksheets 

were collected with all computation and mathematical work shown which often 

reflected trial-and-error procedures until the group arrived at a final answer.  

 Once I collected student work, I was able to determine if the students were 

comprehending the mathematical concepts and working appropriately with their 

groups. I did this through comparison of student work amongst the small groups. 

In groups that did not work well together, often times the graphic organizers and 

student work was not similar since they went on different paths to complete the 

problems.  

Survey Data 

 My study began with a Mathematics Preference survey. It was important 

to me that I had the opportunity to understand if my students identified 

themselves as problem solvers. In addition to their thoughts on problem solving, I 

also gained perspective on some skills that they practiced when they were 

completing mathematics problems. The first ten questions of the survey asked 
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students to choose if they felt that Never, Sometimes, Often, or Always described 

their mathematical practices aligned with the questions. The second ten questions 

asked students to Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Agree, or Strongly Agree with the 

statement provided about mathematical beliefs.  

 The results of my initial survey (Figure 1, See Page 45) were not shocking 

as a learning support teacher. It was evident that students did not often ask others 

for help, did not discuss homework or class notes with other students, nor did they 

check their calculations for errors once they have finished a problem. However, I 

found it interesting that most students agreed that talking over math problems 

with another person is a legitimate problem solving strategy. Most importantly, I 

learned that many students did not enjoy solving mathematical word problems. 

Despite them not enjoying solving math word problems, all but one student said 

that they believe they can do well in a mathematics class.  

 I also conducted a post-study survey with my students at the conclusion of 

the 12 weeks. The post-study survey was exactly the same as the pre-study survey 

in order to compare and contrast changes in preferences and attitudes towards 

mathematics. I wanted to specifically see if my action-research study was having 

a positive impact on their attitudes and skills as problem solvers. The results of 

the post-survey revealed a change in some opinions and practices of the students 

as outlined in Figure 11 and Table 4.  
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I then compared the pre-survey results with the post-survey results and 

identified the most significant shifts in preferences as indicated by the 

comparison. Within the first ten questions, five more students noted that they 

‘sometimes’ enjoy solving word problems and four more students shifted their 

previous answer of ‘sometimes’ asking other students for help to ‘often’, or 

‘always’. There was not a large shift in these results, but any change towards 

encouraging students to collaborate on word problems and to have a better 

outlook on word problems themselves is seen as positive. In addition to these 

changes, five more students said that they often look back at the problem to see if 

the answer makes sense. The largest negative change identified through the 

comparison of survey results is that five less students stated that they sometimes 

often restate the answer to the problem in their own words.  

 

Figure 11:  Post-Study Mathematics Preference Survey – Questions 1-10 
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Students responded to the following 10 statements by circling Always, Often, 

Sometimes, or Never.  

1. Solving math word problems is something I like to do.  

2. Drawing pictures or imagining real physical situations helps me do 

mathematics.  

3. Reading a problem more than once is a waste of time.  

4. When I have finished working on a problem, I check my calculations for 

errors.  

5. When I work on a problem, I ask other students for help.  

6. When I get an answer to a problem, I look back at the problem to see if the 

answer makes sense.  

7. I restate the answer to a problem in my own words. 

8. I use a highlighter to select important information in the word problem.  

9. I have trouble getting started on math word problems by myself.  

10. After obtaining a correct answer, I want to know an explanation for why 

the solution works.   

 

 

Table 4: Pre-Study Mathematics Preference Survey - Questions 11-20 

Question 11: I enjoy doing math word problems. 

Strongly Disagree – 6 

Disagree – 8         (Increase 2) 

Agree – 3 

Strongly Agree – 0 

 

Question 12: I believe I can do well in a mathematics class  

Strongly Disagree – 1 

Disagree – 2 

Agree – 9 

Strongly Agree – 5 

 

Question 13: I take time to estimate what the answer to a problem will   

  be before actually doing the problem.   

 

Strongly Disagree – 2 

Disagree – 6 

Agree – 8 

Strongly Agree – 1 
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Question 14: I frequently discuss homework and class notes with other   

 students.  

 

Strongly Disagree – 4 

Disagree – 9 

Agree – 3 

Strongly Agree – 1 

 

Question 15: In mathematics, you can be creative and discover things   

  by yourself.  

 

Strongly Disagree – 3 

Disagree – 1 

Agree – 11  

Strongly Agree – 2 

 

Question 16: Talking over math problems with another person is a    

 legitimate problem solving strategy.  

 

Strongly Disagree – 2 

Disagree – 6 

Agree – 8 

Strongly Agree – 2 

 

Question 17: Drawing a picture or a diagram helps me solve word   

 problems.  

 

Strongly Disagree – 2 

Disagree – 4 

Agree – 8 

Strongly Agree – 3 

 

Question 18: A person must possess a special talent to do well in    

 mathematics.  

  

Strongly Disagree – 4 

Disagree – 8 

Agree – 2 

Strongly Agree – 3 
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Question 19: Using manipulatives (cubes, counters, blocks, etc.) helps   

 me solve problems  

 

Strongly Disagree – 3 

Disagree – 3 

Agree – 5 

Strongly Agree – 6 

 

Question 20: I enjoy solving mathematical word problems.  

Strongly Disagree – 5 

Disagree – 9 

Agree – 3 

Strongly Agree – 0 

 

Within the second set of questions, the largest change was that now, 11 

students agreed that ‘You can be creative and discover things by yourself in 

mathematics’ as compared to 7 students in the pre-survey. Students also changed 

their thoughts in regards to thinking that people must have a special talent to do 

well in mathematics. In the pre-survey, 5 students disagreed, and in the post-

survey 8 students disagreed that people must have a special talent to do well in 

mathematics. Although the results of the rest of the survey were varied and 

necessarily did not indicate positive change, students did indicate more of a belief 

in their own abilities about the possibility of adequate mathematical performance.  

AIMSweb Mathematics Concepts and Applications Probes 

 In order to assess clear growth of problem solving skills, the AIMSweb 

Mathematics Concepts and Applications Probes (MCAP) were administered at the 

beginning of the study and at the conclusion of the study on a sixth grade level.  
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Table 5 outlines the scores on the MCAPs in the fall compared to the MCAPs 

administered in winter. The change in scores is indicated in the final column of 

the table.   

 While analyzing the data from the growth of MCAP scores, it was clear 

that Rebecca made a tremendous amount of growth compared to the other 

students in the groupings. Rebecca was also consistently the student who was 

asking higher level thinking and critically thinking about how to overcome 

obstacles as her group came upon them. Veronica was another student who 

demonstrated a large growth trend. I must keep in mind when analyzing 

Veronica’s work that prior to her being in my learning support classroom for 

mathematics this year, she participated in a more contained learning support 

setting. Having the opportunity to interact with students of higher achievement 

levels has contributed to her growth in the area of problem solving. Her most 

current baseline scores indicate that she is performing at an average rate for a 

sixth grade student as compared to the beginning of the year where her score was 

considered below grade level.  

 The two other students who stuck out to me when analyzing their MCAP 

scores were Laura and Ned. Both students were considered to be achieving at 

grade level when initially probed with the Fall baseline assessments. This already 

assumed that they would not make strong growth considering there was not a 

large gap to fill. However, Laura struggled collaborating with her peers in small 
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group settings when working through word problems. I wonder if she had been 

more cooperative if her scores would have grown more. In addition, Ned was 

absent for a large amount of time during the study due to a spinal injury followed 

by the stomach bug, which impeded his opportunity for academic growth.  

Table 5: MCAP Score Comparison 

 

Student 

Name 

MCAP 

Fall Score 

6
th

 Grade 

Fall 

Percentile 

MCAP 

Ending 

Score 

6
th

 Grade 

Winter 

Percentile 

Change 

Rebecca 12 50
th

 23 75
th

 +11 

Veronica 2 Below 10
th

 17 50
th

 +15 

Adam 8 25
th

  13 25
th

 +5 

Andrew 5 Below 10
th

 10 10
th

 +5 

Josh 4 Below 10
th

 9 10
th

 +4 

Zane 16 75
th

  25 75
th

 +9 

Laura 10 25
th

  11 25
th

 +1 

Chad 6 10
th

 12 25
th

 +6 

Jessica 6 10
th

 11 25
th

 +4 

Joanna 10 25
th

 12 25
th

 +2 

Ned 11 25
th

 12 25
th

 +1 

Katrina 7 10
th

 20 50
th

 +13 

Harry 6 10
th

 8 Below 10
th

 +2 

Lee 6 10
th

 9 10
th

 +3 

Steve 8 25
th

 16 50
th

 +8 

Niles 5 Below 10
th

 10 10
th

 +5 

Dylan 4 Below 10
th

  7 Below 10th +3 
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Study Island Benchmark Assessments 

 The Study Island Benchmark probes are typically administered three times 

a year (Fall, Winter, and Spring). The scores analyzed for growth were from Fall 

and Winter testing sessions. When the fall and winter scores were compared 

(Table 6), the percentages were analyzed to determine the rate of percentage 

increase in each reporting category as well as on the overall assessment. The 

majority of students showed significant growth in the area of The Number 

System, which was assumed because this is the strand of standards that was most 

heavily addressed during the instructional time of my study. Expressions and 

Equations was the other strand that demonstrated the highest amount of growth 

due to the this content being covered highly during instructional time up until this 

point of the year. All other reporting categories were analyzed and there was an 

average percentage increase of at least 3.32% in each category. There were no 

categories that demonstrated a decline in progress overall, despite some students 

demonstrating a decrease in performance in certain categories.   

 Joanna, Harry, and Steve were the three students who ended up 

demonstrating the largest amount of overall growth on the Study Island 

benchmark assessment. Joanna has reached a point where she is considered 

average for her grade level as well as Steve. Harry’s performance on this 

assessment indicates a high contrast compared to his classroom performance. 

Harry is a student with Autism that demonstrates a high level of distractibility and 
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requires frequent prompting to remain on task and complete assignments and 

assessments. Harry is very capable and his benchmark assessments clearly 

indicate that, however he struggles to produce quality work within the 

mathematics classroom.  

 Table 6. Study Island Percentage Changes 
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Rebecca 0% +33.3% -16.7% 0% -20% +3.6% 

Veronica 0% +44.4% -16.7% +16.6% +20% +10.7% 

Adam* +28.5% +11.1% +33.3% 0% +40% +21.4% 

Andrew 0% -11.1% +16.6% 0% +40% 10.8% 

Josh +28.6% -11.1% 0% -16.6% -40% -7.1% 

Zane* +71.4% +44.4% +33.3% +33.3% +60% +57.1% 

Laura 0% -22.2% -16.7% 0% +20% -7.1% 

Chad +14.3% -22.2% +33.3% 0% 0% +3.6% 

Jessica* +85.7% +55.5% 0% +33.3% +40% +53.5% 

Joanna +57.2% +11.1% -16.7% +16.6% +20% +21.4% 

Ned 0% -11.1% 0% 0% +20% 0% 

Katrina 0% +22.2% 0% +16.6% 0% +10.7% 

Harry +14.3% +55.5% +16.7% +16.6% -40% +21.4% 

Lee +14.3% 0% -33.3% 0% +20% 0% 

Steve +14.3% +11.1% +16.6% 0% +20% +17.6% 

Average % 

Change 

 

+21.9% 

 

+17.02% 

 

+3.32% 

 

+7.76% 

 

+13.3% 

 

+14.5% 
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When looking at the change in percentage in each category, there were 

three students (Adam, Zane, and Jessica) who did not complete the initial 

benchmark assessment. This is indicated on the chart with an asterisk. Therefore, 

their percentages increased more than the other students due to not having an 

initial baseline score to determine a rate of change from. Their rate of change was 

taken from 0% since they did not complete the assessment.  

Field Log 

 Throughout the course of my action research study, I kept a detailed field 

log, which held my observations of students, notes about specific lessons, 

reflections, and much more. Keeping this field log helped me to remain reflective 

throughout my study and eventually identify several important themes in my 

research. Dewey stated (1938), “Observation alone is not enough. We have to 

understand the significance of what we see, hear, and touch. This significance 

consists of the consequences that will result when what is seen is acted upon” (p. 

68). Observation was a large portion of data collection for my action research 

study. However, when I was observing, I did not fully remove myself from the 

classroom experience. I continued to be a facilitator of learning within my 

classroom while collecting observational data.  

 The most difficult struggle I encountered while collecting observations 

data was allowing myself to provide positive feedback to students during their 
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collaborative groups while observing their conversations, behaviors, and actions. 

In my field log, I found a trend that I was consistently providing students with 

guiding questions and tips in how to change their perspective on a problem or 

adjust their thinking to get them on a clearer path to a solution. However, it was 

evident that I was not providing students with positive feedback often throughout 

my observations. I must remember that the significance of the observation only 

solidifies once the observer and the participant react to what is being observed. 

 This field log was analyzed for common themes and they were organized 

into Figure 12. Coding Organizer to allow for development of theme statements 

from the graphic organizer. The common themes were separated into four themes 

of scaffolding, frustration, mathematical comprehension, and feedback. I found 

that in regards to scaffolding, there were attributes of student and teacher 

questioning as well as teacher-student redirection and student-student prompting. 

Teacher modeling was also evident as well as positive reinforcement into the 

instruction within the classroom. Even with the supportive environment of the 

learning support classroom, teacher and student frustration was a common theme 

throughout my study. Professional development and incompatible group work 

were the main causes of frustration felt throughout the study.  

 The focus of my study revolved around mathematical comprehension and 

collaborative group work. The two final themes of the coding organizer are direct 

results of these two focus points. Mathematical comprehension was demonstrated 
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through reading skills, use of the graphic organizer, mathematical reasoning, 

making connections, collaborative groups, and problem solving. While working 

within the collaborative groups there was a high frequency of feedback, both 

positive and negative that contributed to the effectiveness of the groups. Student 

preferences also impacted the feedback that was given amongst the collaborative 

groups.  
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Figure 12: Coding Organizer 
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THEME STATEMENTS 

  

Throughout the duration of performing and action research study and 

collecting data, several themes began to emerge. These themes could be seen 

within my literature research, field log data, student work samples, and survey 

data. Each of the themes listed below provided a transformative learning 

experience not for my students, but also for myself as a life-long learner.  

Figure 13. Theme Statements 

1. Scaffolding: Appropriate scaffolding allows students to grow 

within their zone of proximal development when approaching 

new problem solving strategies.  

2. Frustration: Frustration is a major barrier to implementation of 

collaborative groups due to the constant involvement and need 

to be willing to cooperate with other people.  

3. Mathematical Comprehension: Through the collaborative use 

of various strategies, mathematical reasoning can be enhanced 

when problem solving. 

4. Feedback: Analyzing feedback and discussion provides 

essential information to determine how homogeneous grouping 

with problem solving is perceived within the learning support 

classroom. 
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RESEARCH FINDINGS 

 The purpose of my study was to use collaborative groupings and graphic 

organizers in order to allow students to support one another while developing 

mathematical competence in the area of problem solving. This study was designed 

because, in my teaching experience, many students are continually asked to 

complete computation and word problems independently in the mathematics 

classroom. From there, they complete assessments independently and complete 

homework assignments independently. Unfortunately, the structure of many 

mathematics classrooms encourages individualized thinking and problem solving. 

This is contrary to the tasks students will be completing as team members and 

collaborative partners in their future jobs.  

Incorporating collaboration into the classroom enhances the learning 

experiences of students, especially when they are middle school age.  Dewey 

believes in (1938), “The principle that development of experience comes about 

through interactions means that education is essentially a social process” (p. 58). 

Students in middle school are very social beings and thrive off of the opportunity 

to socialize with their peers in any situation. Collaborative learning allows 

students to socialize and learn from one another while working together. 

Collaboration amongst middle school students allows teachers to observe a lot 

about different roles that students adopt while working. Students who typically 
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may not be a leader in a larger group setting may take on a leadership role in a 

small collaborative group.  

Dewey also found (1938), “When education is based upon experience and 

educative experience is seen to be a social process, the situation changes radically. 

The teacher loses the position of external boss or dictator but takes on that leader 

of group activities” (p. 59). This opportunity to remove oneself from the ‘typical’ 

instructional role of lecture following Initiate, Response, and Evaluate practices 

provides teachers the opportunity to increase student engagement while being able 

to learn about your students’ thoughts and knowledge base through observation. 

Through learning in a social process, students become active participants in the 

creation of the knowledge and learning occurring within the classroom. Especially 

in a middle school setting, students are constantly learning from one another 

about social development issues they are facing on a daily basis. The concept of 

collaborative social learning allows for students to expand the realm of their 

social learning to the content being learned within the classroom. 

Many lecture-like lessons often result in students acting out in disruptive 

behaviors or interrupting the lesson. Social collaborative learning allows for 

students to be actively engaged in the learning process instead of sitting in a desk 

bored which results in disruptive behavior. Challenging and thought provoking 

lessons that keep students attention and engagement allows for the teacher to back 

away from a traditional role as a teacher and become a facilitator of learning. In 
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this role, a teacher leads group activities by guiding their thinking with questions 

and constructive feedback while students work through a project or problem 

collaboratively. The teacher is no longer providing the students with strict 

demands of response, but yet is supportive of creative responses, which 

demonstrate critical thinking that occurs within the collaborative groups. 

Frustration:  Frustration is a major barrier to implementation of 

collaborative group due to the constant involvement and need to be willing to 

cooperate with other people.  

 In theory, collaboration should enhance the student’s understanding of the 

topic being discussed. However, it was found that during numerous times in the 

study, the students were observed being frustrated by other group members for 

various reasons. Lack of focus, lack of cooperation, working independently from 

the group, and/or working at a different pace than the majority of the group, all 

became contributors to the frustration that was being observed in the classroom 

during collaborative group sessions.  

 Many students in my study continually struggled with working 

cooperatively with one another because they have been conditioned to working 

independently on mathematics tasks for years prior. However, when students are 

working together on tasks, they have the opportunity to expand their knowledge 

with the assistance and scaffolding of their peers. Vygotsky (1978) believes, 

“What children can do with the assistance of others might be in some sense even 
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more indicative of their mental development than what they can do alone” (pg. 

85). This belief supports the observations of students throughout my study 

continually struggling to complete tasks individually or quietly without assistance 

from their group members and causing frustration.  

 After a large amount of observations were conducted that it was clear that 

the frustration of students being observed was caused by group dynamics and not 

from the mathematics problems that were being posed, I took a class period to 

model an appropriate and effective collaborative group discussion. I realize now 

that I should have begun my study with this activity in order to eliminate student 

frustration or at least decrease the frequency of frustration being observed. 

Scaffolding: Appropriate scaffolding allows students to grow within their 

zone of proximal development when approaching new problem solving 

strategies.  

 Scaffolding was something that even as an observer was necessary for me 

to provide to my students as an instructional leader within the classroom. Despite 

students being able to support one another, there are always going to be times in a 

classroom and collaborative group setting that students will require support and 

scaffolding in order to be successful. During my study, I was very aware of what 

was working and what was not working. It might have pertained specifically to 

the activity or the problem that students were faced with, or it may have been a 

group dynamic that needed to work on sharing leadership roles within their 
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collaborative group. Even though my action research study was designed to 

follow a schedule of procedures, if I, as the educator, do not make adjustments 

based on my observations of a group struggling with a task, I am not being an 

effective action researcher.  

 I needed to make changes within the research in order to best ensure the 

students are accomplishing their activity or their goals within the classroom. I 

found that I am very critical of my instruction within my classroom and I often 

felt that a certain activity initially did not accomplish the intended goal. However, 

after taking time to reflect upon the lesson that occurred and the interactions 

amongst students during the lesson, a teacher may determine that the activity or 

lesson was successful in meeting goals or allowing students to demonstrate 

competency in a different manner.  

Collaboration: Through the collaborative use of various strategies, 

mathematical reasoning can be enhanced when problem solving. 

Francisco (2012), states that, “collaborative activity can promote students’ 

mathematical understanding by creating opportunities for them [the students] to 

critically reexamine their mathematical reasoning and build new, more 

sophisticated forms of reasoning from hints or ideas of others. Specifically, 

challenges or questions in a collaborative setting can invite students to examine 

the validity of their claims about a particular situation or even induce them to 

build more sophisticated claims” (p. 418). Through my observations, it was 
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evident that certain students filled leadership roles within their groups, which 

supported students who did not possess the strong mathematical reasoning to 

work through the problems independently.  

There were many ‘aha!’ moments for students who benefitted from leaders 

within groups explaining the mathematical processes being applied in the word 

problems. For example, when students were working on the marble run activity, 

my pre-emerging class took longer to problem solve their way through using a 

limited number of material to create an elaborate track for their marble. This class 

needed a lot more prompting and questioning from the teacher and their peers in 

order to initiate their critical thinking about the movement of the marble. At the 

conclusion of the three-day problem solving activity, the pre-emerging learning 

support class had posed more in depth questions about the weight of the marble, 

the strength of the masking tape, and designs of their tracks as a result of their 

initial struggles with the project. In contrast, the emerging learning support class 

quickly understood their expectations of what to do with the recycled materials 

and began constructing tracks for their marbles using a test as you build method. 

This method proved to be effective in building effective tracks for marbles, 

however they did not pose the critical thinking questions similar to those that 

were brought up in the pre-emerging class.  

Both classes accomplished the task that they were provided with and did 

so collaboratively. However, I reflect upon the activity to determine what other 
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things were accomplished for the students in both groups while contrasting their 

use of critical thinking while problem solving. I hypothesize that the pre-emerging 

class posed more high-level mathematical thinking questions because they lacked 

a deeper understanding of mathematical reasoning. They needed to discuss and 

explore the mathematical reasoning behind the word problems they were solving 

in order to enhance their mathematical comprehension.  

Feedback: Analyzing feedback and discussion provides essential information 

to determine how homogeneous grouping with problem solving is perceived 

within the learning support classroom. 

 Vygotsky (1978) emphasized that learning is an outcome of social 

collaboration, not of independent endeavor. However, that learning is not only 

active, but also must be reflective in which the learners have the opportunity to 

provide feedback to one another that is “corrective and positive” (Sheety & 

Rundell, 2012, p. 498).  Feedback is one of the most essential aspects to the 

collaborative learning process because it allows for the students to continually 

improve upon their understanding of the mathematical concepts at hand.  

 Through the analysis of my field log, I found that the majority of the 

positive feedback that was provided to the groups came from the teacher. I was 

able to identify strong leadership skills, strong questioning, and mathematical 

thinking that was then verbally reinforced. Within the small collaborative groups, 

there was still feedback being exchanged amongst group members, however the 
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feedback was neither positive nor negative. Often times, the feedback consisted of 

observations or explanations of mathematical concepts that would lead to further 

developing mathematical understanding. The feedback that is exchanged through 

group discussion allows the group to generate “potential pathways, different ways 

the collective activity can proceed at any given moment” (Francisco, 2012, p. 

419). Once these initial pathways were discussed and formulated amongst the 

group members, they then took the time to discuss their proposed theories and 

build upon them or rework them until they arrive at one collective decision. This 

collective mathematical understanding develops through the group discussion and 

evolves from the group members taking pieces of each other’s ideas and 

formulating them all into a new idea or explanation of mathematical reasoning.  
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THE NEXT ACTION RESEARCH CYCLE 

Continuing to Collaborate 

 Since I have finished collecting data and evidence for my study, some 

things have changed within the structure of my mathematics classroom. One of 

my classes grew by a few students who continued to demonstrate a need for pull 

out learning support instruction and my other class transitioned out into a regular 

education mathematics class with my support on a daily basis. The students who 

joined the regular education classroom were at a point that they were not growing 

as much as possible in the pull out classroom because they were comfortable with 

their placement. In addition, they were receiving instruction based upon the 

general education grade level curriculum identical to that of what was being 

administered in the regular education classroom. The only difference in the two 

classrooms was the small group environment and modifications to curricular 

materials for their success.  

Since we have been in the regular education classroom about a month, it 

has been observed that their non-disabled peers have been a positive influence on 

their growth and development as learners of mathematics. They initially struggled 

with collaborating with a set of peers, but they have been working nicely together 

with one another in various small group collaborative sessions. None of the 

lessons have been focused specifically using the graphic organizer to break apart 
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word problems, but the students are still implementing and benefitting from the 

skills they developed during my study.  

 The students who continued to require small group learning support 

instruction within my classroom have continued to use the graphic organizer to 

solve mathematical word problems. I have since then modeled appropriate 

collaboration and group discussion for a second time with them and the word 

problems they have been assigned has made a transition from single step 

problems to multi-step word problems. I have continued to collect observations 

data for my own personal reflections of the group’s discussions and performance 

as they work collaboratively. Looking back at their discussion and questions that 

they ask one another has allowed me to notice how students are able to frame 

questions regarding their mathematical thinking and support one another to 

understand concepts that they may have weaknesses in.  

 For future classes, in addition to having students work collaboratively 

using a graphic organizer to solve mathematical word problems, I will require that 

all students complete a collaborative group feedback from at the end of each class 

session that is focused on solving word problems as a small group. I would do this 

so that I can gain insight into how students feel they are working together, and to 

identify areas in which they need to improve. This will enable me to get a written 

account of what areas students are excelling in as well as which areas they are 
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struggling with developing. I would use that information collected to tailor future 

collaborative sessions to the areas that they students feel they are struggling with.  

 Additionally, during the next research cycle, I will model appropriate 

group collaboration and discussion at the beginning of the study and then again a 

few weeks into the collaborative sessions. This will be modeled in order to be 

proactive and see if giving an example at the beginning helps avoid major 

collaborative conflict and student frustration. Students who have not been 

exposed to collaborating in a mathematics setting will benefit from hearing an 

example of expected conversation. I will also brainstorm with the student’s 

observations of appropriate group work and lay out more structured guidelines 

with possible speaking points for them to reference throughout their collaborative 

sessions.  

 Overall, allowing students to work collaboratively on word problems 

allows the students to gain perspective on a wide range of student abilities, even 

within the learning support classroom. Their ability to discuss mathematical 

concepts and enhance their understanding of the concepts is increased when 

working in a collaborative group because of the feedback group members are 

providing to one another.  

I will continue to implement these strategies into my classroom as I have 

seen positive outcomes from this teacher action research plan and I look forward 

to observing future outcomes of my instructional changes as a result of this study. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A 

PRINCIPAL CONSENT FORM 

Dear Ms. Laurie Hoppes,  
 
 I am currently working towards a Master’s degree in Curriculum and 
Instruction at Moravian College. This program is based on teacher action 
research, helping me to create the best learning experiences for my students 
as I investigate and implement teaching strategies research has proven to be 
most effective.  As a part of the program, Moravian requires that I conduct a 
systematic study of my own teaching practices.  As a result of this 
requirement, I will be conducting an action research study from October 6th, 
2014 to the end of December 2014.   

During this study, I will assist students in using graphic organizers to 
solve mathematics word problems. The purpose of my study is to increase 
collaboration among students when solving word problems. I hope to 
achieve this goal by facilitating small collaborative groups of students 
through the problem solving process. I would expect students to be able to 
apply the problem solving process in and out of the classroom. The title of my 
research study is Collaboratively Solving Mathematics Word Problems with 
Graphic Organizers in a Learning Support Classroom.  
 I will be gathering data to support my students through teacher 
observation, Math Concepts and Applications Probes, student surveys and 
student work samples. While all students will be engaged in the note-taking 
activities in my classroom, I will only use information collected from students 
who have parental permission to participate in the study in any written 
reports of my research. Any work that reveals a student’s identity will be 
altered for their protection. All of the students’ names will be kept 
confidential, as will the name of the school district and any participating 
faculty members. I am asking for your permission to use the data gathered 
pertaining to a student’s involvement however; this study is voluntary and 
will not affect the students’ grade in any way. Any child may withdraw from 
the study at any time without penalty by contacting me using the contact 
information below. If a child is withdrawn, I will not use any information 
pertaining to him or her in my study.  

If you have any questions or concerns about my action research, 
please feel free to contact me or my faculty sponsor at Moravian College, Dr. 
Joseph Shosh. He may be contacted by phone at (610) 861-1482 and by e-
mail at shoshj@moravian.edu 

mailto:shoshj@moravian.edu
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 Please sign and date the form to give your consent to move forward 
with this study. I would appreciate if the form was returned at your earliest 
convenience. Thank you very much for you cooperation and support.  
Sincerely,  

  
 
Miss Carly Worman  
6th grade learning support teacher 
 (215) 541-7424 
cworman@upsd.org 
  

I agree that I am the principal of the teacher conducting this research study, 
that I have read and understand the consent form, and received a copy. Carly 
Worman has my permission to conduct this study in her 6th grade learning 
support classroom at Upper Perkiomen Middle School. 
 
_______ Yes, I give consent to move forward with this action research study.  
_______No, I do not give consent to move forward with this action research 
study.  
 
___________________________________________   
 _______/_______/_______   
  Signature  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:cworman@upsd.org
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APPENDIX B 
PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM 

Dear Parents/ Guardians: 
 
 I am currently working towards a Master’s degree in Curriculum and 
Instruction at Moravian College. This program is based on teacher action research, 
helping me to create the best learning experiences for my students as I investigate 
and implement teaching strategies research has proven to be most effective.  As a 
part of the program, Moravian requires that I conduct a systematic study of my own 
teaching practices.  As a result of this requirement, I will be conducting an action 
research study from October 6th 2014 to the end of December 2014.   

During this study, I will assist students in using graphic organizers to solve 
mathematics word problems. The purpose of my study is to increase collaboration 
among students when solving word problems. I hope to achieve this goal by 
facilitating small collaborative groups of students through the problem solving 
process. I would expect students to be able to apply the problem solving process in 
and out of the classroom. The title of my research study is Collaboratively Solving 
Mathematics Word Problems with Graphic Organizers in a Learning Support 
Classroom.  
 I will be gathering data to support my students through teacher observation, 
Mathematics Concepts and Applications Probes, student surveys and student work 
samples. While all students will be engaged in the mathematics problem solving 
activities in my classroom, I will only use information collected from students who 
have parental permission to participate in the study in any written reports of my 
research. Any work that reveals a student’s identity will be altered for their 
protection. All of the students’ names will be kept confidential, as will the name of 
the school district and any participating faculty members. I am asking for your 
permission to use the data gathered pertaining to a student’s involvement however; 
this study is voluntary and will not affect the students’ grade in any way. Any child 
may withdraw from the study at any time without penalty by contacting me using 
the provided contact information below. If a child is withdrawn, I will not use any 
information pertaining to him or her in my study.  
 If you have any questions or concerns about my action research please feel 
free to contact me here at school. The principal, Ms. Laurie Hoppes, has approved 
this study and is also available for questions at lhoppes@upsd.org. As per Moravian 
College Human Subjects Review Board’s request, I must state that in the event of 
unanticipated negative physical or mental effects of the study you may also contact 
Ms. Theresa Gerhold, School Guidance Counselor or Ms. Lori Hoppes by phone at 
215-541-6288. My faculty sponsor at Moravian College, Dr. Joseph Shosh. He may be 
contacted by phone at (610)861-1482 and by e-mail at jshosh@moravian.edu 
 Please check the appropriate response below, then sign and date the form. I 
would appreciate if the form was returned at your earliest convenience. Thank you 
very much for your cooperation and support.  
 

mailto:lhoppes@upsd.org
mailto:jshosh@moravian.edu
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Sincerely,  
  

 
Miss Carly Worman  
6th grade learning support teacher 
 (215) 541-7424 
cworman@upsd.org 

(Please detach and return to Ms. Worman in Room 105) 

I attest that I am the child’s legal guardian and that I have received a copy, read, and 
understand this consent form. Please initial the appropriate space below.  
 
_______ I am willing to have my child participate in this research study.  
_______I am not willing to have my child participate in this research study.  
 
Parent/Guardian Signature:_____________________________________________________ 
 
Child’s Name:________________________________________________________________ 
 
Date:___________________________________________  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:cworman@upsd.org
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APPENDIX C 
STUDENT SURVEY 

Student Survey 
 

Circle your most accurate response below 
 

1. Solving math word problems is something I like to do:  
Never  Sometimes   Often  Always 

 
2. Drawing pictures or imagining real physical situations helps me do mathematics.  

Never  Sometimes  Often  Always 
 

3. Reading a problem more than once is a waste of time. 
Never  Sometimes  Often  Always 
 

4. When I have finished working on a problem, I check my calculations for errors. 
Never  Sometimes  Often  Always 
 

5. When I work on a problem, I ask other students for help. 
Never  Sometimes  Often  Always 
 

6. When I get the answer to a problem, I look back at the problem to see if the 
answer makes sense.  

Never  Sometimes  Often  Always 
 

7. I restate the answer to a problem in my own words.  
Never  Sometimes  Often  Always 
 

8. I use a highlighter to select important information in the word problem.  
Never  Sometimes  Often  Always 
 

9. I have trouble getting started on math word problems by myself.  
Never  Sometimes  Often  Always 
 

10. After obtaining a correct answer, I want to know an explanation for why the 
solution works.  

Never  Sometimes  Often  Always 
 
 

11. I enjoy doing math word problems.  
Strongly Disagree         Disagree           Agree      Strongly Agree 
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12. I believe I can do well in a mathematics class.  
Strongly Disagree          Disagree           Agree      Strongly Agree 
 

13. I take time to estimate what the answer to a problem will be before actually 
doing the problem.   

Strongly Disagree          Disagree           Agree      Strongly Agree 
 

14. I frequently discuss homework and class notes with other students.  
Strongly Disagree           Disagree           Agree      Strongly Agree 
 

15. In mathematics, you can be creative and discover things by yourself. 
Strongly Disagree           Disagree           Agree      Strongly Agree 
 

16. Talking over math problems with another person is a legitimate problem solving 
strategy. 

Strongly Disagree           Disagree           Agree      Strongly Agree 
 

17. Drawing a picture or a diagram helps me solve word problems.  
Strongly Disagree           Disagree           Agree      Strongly Agree 

 
18. A person must possess a special talent to do well in mathematics. 

Strongly Disagree           Disagree           Agree      Strongly Agree 
 

19. Using manipulatives (cubes, counters, blocks, etc.) helps me solve problems.  
Strongly Disagree           Disagree           Agree      Strongly Agree 

 
20. I enjoy solving mathematics word problems.  

Strongly Disagree           Disagree            Agree      Strongly Agree 
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APPENDIX D 
 GRAPHIC ORGANIZER 

Name:__________________________ Date:________________ Period:___________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

        What do you  
need to figure out? 

 

What do you know? Brainstorm 

Explanation Try it Out 
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APPENDIX E 
HSIRB PROPOSAL FORM 

 
This form must be completed for any research activity involving human 
participants. All researchers must read the Moravian College Human Subjects 
Research Policy found at 
http://home.moravian.edu/public/HSIRB/forms2013/2013_Policy.pdf 
 

Part I: RESEARCHER 
1. Proposer:  
Carly Worman 
 

2. Department: 
Master of Education 

3. Mailing address: 
834 E. Emmaus Avenue  
Allentown, PA 18103 
 

4. Phone: 
610-653-9079 

5. E-mail address: 
cjworman171@yahoo.com 

6. This is a (please check): 
 
__x___ New Proposal 
 
_____ Resubmission of a rejected Proposal 
 
_____ Renewal 
 
_____ Request for modification 

 

7. Research Start/End Dates: 
Make sure you clearly define 
the start and end dates. 
Format as month, day, year.   
 
Start:  October 6th , 2014 
 
End:  December 23rd, 2014 

7. Title of Proposal: 
Collaboratively Solving Mathematics Words Problems using Graphic Organizers in a 
Learning Support Classroom 
 

8. Faculty Advisor:  
Dr. Joseph Shosh 

 

 

Part II: PROPOSAL TYPE 
 
1. This research involves ONLY the use of educational tests (cognitive, diagnostic, 

aptitude or achievement).  
 

http://home.moravian.edu/public/HSIRB/forms2013/2013_Policy.pdf
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_____ Yes  
___x__ No  
 
2. This research collects interviews or surveys ONLY of elected or appointed public 

officials or candidates for such.  
 
_____ Yes 
___x__ No  
3. This research involves ONLY observations of public behavior.  
 
_____ Yes  
___x__ No  
 
 
4. This research involves ONLY existing data, documents, records or specimens. 
 
_____ Yes  
___x__ No  
 
5. List the research funding sources, if any. 

 
 

 
6. The results of this research will be published.  
 
__x___ Yes  
_____ No  
_____ Uncertain  
 
If you marked “yes” or “uncertain”, please provide a brief description of the possible 
forum of publication (for example, peer-reviewed journal, conference presentation, 
etc.)  
 
Description of publication forum:  

M. Ed Document online and document in Reeves Library 
 

 
 

In this next section, you will provide extensive details about the research project.  Please make sure that 
your explanations/descriptions are clearly written and grammatically correct so that the committee can 

accurately follow and assess your proposal. 
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Part III. DETAILS OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT   
 

1. In this section, you have the option of either addressing each of the following 
subheadings individually or together (since there may be some overlap) in your 
proposal narrative.  If providing a narrative, please make sure that each of the 
following topics is clearly identified in the narrative.   

 
a. Objectives:  

 
b. Design: 

 
c. Procedures (makes sure you clearly describe what is required of subjects): 

 
d. Outline procedures/steps to reduce risks to subjects:  

 

a. Objectives – What will be the observed and reposted experiences when 
students with learning disabilities work collaboratively when solving 
mathematical word problems using graphic organizers.     

b. Design – Action Research 
c. Procedures – Students will be administered AIMSweb Math Concepts and 

Applications probes as well AIMSweb Math Computation grade level probes 
prior to the beginning of the study. Student are given 8 minutes to complete 
each probe and scoring guidelines will be followed for progress and 
percentile rankings based on information on www.aimsweb.com. Students 
will also take a Study Island Benchmark Assessment on 6th grade level to 
determine the level of knowledge they previously possess in regards to 6th 
grade mathematics content. This information will be measured against their 
next benchmark assessment, also through Study Island, to determine 
growth. Students will also be completing a student survey to determine 
personal attitudes towards mathematics at the beginning and end of the 
study. Students will be working in small collaborative groups in a learning 
support classroom to solve word problems using the problem solving 
process. While working within the small collaborative groups, students will 
be using the graphic organizer in order to assist in the solving of the word 
problems. Students can fill out the graphic organizer in any order as their 
thoughts and discussions lead them to the specific sections. The graphic 
organizer is labeled with the following five sections: What do you know?, 
Brainstorm, Try it Out, Explanation. The designated steps of understand the 
problem, plan a solution, test it out, and check your work will be 
emphasized throughout all Mathematics instruction. Topics that will be 
covered through mathematics word problems are Number Theory, 

http://www.aimsweb.com/
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Expressions and Equations, Ratios and Proportions, Geometry, and Statistics 
and Probability. 

d. Outline procedures/ steps to reduce risk to subjects – Consent forms, 
keeping data in locked compartment and destroying data at conclusion of 
the study, and use of pseudonyms for all participants of the study to remain 
anonymity.  

 
 

 
2. This research involves the following GROUP(S) vulnerable to risk. Check all that 

apply. 
 

___x__ Subjects under the age of 18 
_____ Prisoners 
_____ Pregnant women 
___x__ People with mental, cognitive, intellectual, or physical disabilities 
_____   Volunteer sample so vulnerable group membership may be unknown 
 

Research Design Note:  If you are asking for volunteer participants, you will not necessarily know whether 
or not your participants are under 18, pregnant and/or disabled.  In fact, your volunteers may themselves 
not know whether they fall into one of these categories.  Therefore, if you are asking for volunteer 
participants, you need to think carefully about whether or not your research project could adversely affect 
someone in any of these categories, and if so, how you might try to either screen out these individuals 
and/or design the project so that the risk to these individuals is minimized.   

 
2a. If you checked any or all of the groups identified above, explain why you need to 
use the group and the methods you will use to minimize risk.  If your research 
design proposes no special risks to these vulnerable individuals even if they happen 
to be included in your sample, please state why:  
 

These are students in my middle school 6th grade classroom. The research process is 
designed to assist students with mental, cognitive, intellectual, and/or physical 
disabilities in solving mathematics word problems. I will gain participant assent to 
participate in the study during the explanation of the study. I will also be obtaining 
parent/ guardian consent using the attached consent form.  
 

 
3. This research might affect people with special vulnerabilities (for example, 

pregnant women, people with allergies, people taking some medications, 
people with cognitive impairments such as ADHD, etc.)  

 
Research Design Note:  Think carefully here again about whether or not your research design could 
negatively affect people with special vulnerabilities.  For example, does your research design require so 
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much concentration and/or computation that it might result in considerable stress for someone with a 
cognitive impairment?  Are people completing your instrument in solitude or in a group setting?  Might 
comparative performance result in excessive stress?   

 
___x__ Yes 
_____ No  
 

If you checked “Yes”, explain the methods you will use to minimize risk to these 
people. 

I will be following all accommodation and modifications listed in students’ Individualized 
Education Plans (IEPs) for the assessments that are included as part of the research 
process (E.g., extended time on testing, movement breaks, small breaks between 
problems, alternate testing environment, etc.).  

 
 
4. Describe your subject pool including: 

a. the intended number of subjects 
b. subject characteristics/demographics 

 

This is my normal teaching classroom.  
Ages range from 10 -12 years old and there will be 20 students involved in the study.  
Students have Specific Learning Disabilities, Autism, Other Health Impairments, and 
Speech or Language Impairments. 
 

 
5. Describe in detail the methods you will use to recruit your subjects. 

This is my regular mathematics classroom. 
 

 
6.  This research involves deception of subjects.  
 

_____ Yes 
__x___ No  

 
If you checked “Yes”, describe the nature of the deception and your debriefing 
procedure.  You will need to provide the debriefing statement with the full proposal 
submission.  Even if the debriefing will be done orally, you need to submit the text of 
the verbal statement that will be read to participants.   
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7. Explain by whom and how the subjects will be informed of the purposes of this 
research project.   (Remember to provide a copy of the informed consent form with 
this proposal form.) 

 

I will tell the students about the action research process. Parental informed consent will 
be obtained as well as informed consent from the principal of the school.  
 

 
8. This research collects information, which (check all that apply) 
 

_____ deals with sensitive aspects from the participant's point of view. 
__x___ identifies the subject by name or number codes. 
_____ might place the subject at risk of liability if made public. 
_____ might place the subject's financial standing or employability at risk if 

made public. 
 

Research Design Note: Think carefully about whether or not your research deals with topics that may be 
sensitive from the participant’s point of view.  Sometimes it is not obvious to the researcher that the subject 
of their research may be a sensitive topic for others. 

 
 
 
If you checked any or all of the categories above, explain the methods you will use 
to 
 

a. safeguard the data you collect (you need to describe this safeguarding 
procedure in detail, including but not limited to a description of how the 
data will be protected (for example, in a locked cabinet), whom will have 
access to the data, and how and when the data will be destroyed) 

b. inform subjects of available support services (If your participants are drawn 
from the Moravian College community, please provide contact information 
for the Counseling Center, Campus Safety and the Health Center—contact 
information available on the HSIRB website.  For participants drawn from 
other communities, please provide the comparable support service 
information.)  

c. minimize the risk of identification of subjects. 
 

 
 
 
All information will be stored in a locked cabinet while collecting data. I will be the only 
person to have access to this cabinet and data within my classroom. The data will be 
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destroyed 3 years after the commencement of the study. I will inform my participants of 
support services through the attached consent form that parents/guardians will sign. 
Student’s names will be represented by pseudonyms to guarantee confidentiality.  
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APPENDIX F.1  

 MARBLE RUN ACTIVITY 
 

Marble Run 

 

 

Materials:  

 Paper towel tubes 

 Toilet paper tubes 

 Top of milk carton 

 Masking Tape or Painter’s Tape 

 Marble and/or small bouncy ball 

 Scissors 

Objective:  

 Students will work collaboratively to use all materials to build a track for 

the marble. 
 

Problem:  

 Your group must work together to PLAN out a track for your marble. 

After you have drawn a plan for your Marble Run, you may begin 

constructing the track..  

 At the conclusion of your experiment, complete the graphic organizer on 

the back of this paper to depict your problem solving process.  
 

Requirements:  

 Your track MUST have at least 3 turns.  

 Your marble Must roll for at least 8 seconds.  

 Your marble MUST roll into the cup at the end of your Marble Run 
 

Once you have completed your Marble Run, raise your hand to call a teacher over 

to time your Marble Run.  
 

*** Group with the marble that rolls for the longest amount of time and meets all 

other requirements will be awarded 5 Think Bucks per group member. 
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Explain, in paragraph form, how you came to complete your marble run with your 

group members. Remember to use sequencing words and the steps of the problem 

solving process to explain your thinking and procedure. 
 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX F.2  

ADD/SUBTRACT WORD PROBLEM 

 

Name:___________________  

Teacher:____________ 

Period:_______ 

Date:__________ 

 

Fractions Word Problem 

 

Tess mailed a letter on Monday morning. The letter traveled 2 
1/4 miles on Monday. It traveled 5/8 more of a mile on Tuesday, 

and 3 4/16 of miles on Wednesday reaching its destination on 

Wednesday afternoon. How far did Tess's letter travel in all? 
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APPENDIX F.3 

 MULTIPLY/DIVIDE WORD PROBLEM 
 

Name:__________________________ 

Miss Worman 

Period:_______________ 

Date:_________________ 

 

Directions: Use your graphic organizer to work through the following word 

problem. Consult with your group members  
 

Fractions Word Problem 

 

Miss Worman is serving a snack of mini chocolate chips to a group 

of children. A serving size of mini chocolate chips is ⅕ of a cup. If 

Miss Worman has 6 cups of mini chocolate chips, how many 

children can get a snack? 
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APPENDIX F.4 

EXPRESSIONS WORD PROBLEM 
 

Name:_____________________ Period:___________ Date:_____________ 

 

Expressions Word Problem  
 

Marcie, her sister, and her mother go shopping at Kohls. They end up 
buying the following items. and then splitting the cost EVENLY 3 ways. 
Write a variable expression to show how much each person spent.  
 

They bought: 
6 Pairs of Jeans            (J) 
10  long sleeved shirts  (L) 
5 short sleeved shirts    (S) 
1 purse       (P) 
2 pairs of boots      (B) 
3 pairs of earrings         (E) 
 

 
 

Now, Use the following pricing chart to complete your expression. Substitute 
for your variables and evaluate your expression. You may use the bottom of 
this paper, and the back to complete your work. Attach a separate piece of 
paper if necessary.  

Item Price 

Jeans 24.00 

Long-Sleeved Shirts 8.00 

Short-Sleeved shirts 6.00 

Purses 24.80 

Boots 22.00 

Earrings 12.00 
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Name:____________________ Period:___________ Date:_____________ 

 

Expressions Word Problem  
 

Marcie, her sister, and her mother go shopping at Kohls. They end up 
buying the following items. and then splitting the cost EVENLY 3 ways. 
Write a variable expression to show how much each person spent.  
 

They bought: 
6 Pairs of Jeans            (J) 
10  long sleeved shirts  (L) 
5 short sleeved shirts    (S) 
1 purse       (P) 
2 pairs of boots      (B) 
3 pairs of earrings         (E) 
 

 
 

Now, Use the following pricing chart to complete your expression. Substitute 
for your variables and evaluate your expression. You may use the bottom of 
this paper, and the back to complete your work. Attach a separate piece of 
paper if necessary.  

Item Price 

Jeans 24.00 

Long-Sleeved Shirts 8.00 

Short-Sleeved shirts 6.00 

Purses 24.80 

Boots 22.00 

Earrings 12.00 

 

ANSWER - 119.60 PER PERSON 
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APPENDIX F.5  
ORDER OF OPERATIONS WORD PROBLEM 

 
Name:________________________ Date:____________ Period:_________ 

 

Directions: Use your graphic organizer to complete the word problem with 
your group.  
   

 
Order of 

Operations 
Word Problem 

 

 
 

Adam has $450. He spends $210 on food. Later, he divides all the 
money into four parts out of which three parts were distributed and one 
part he keeps for himself. Then, he found $50 on the road. Write the final 
expression and find the money he has left?  
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APPENDIX F.6 
DISTRIBUTIVE WORD PROBLEM 

 

     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


